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ABSTRACT

Four models for the prediction of the activation energy for solid state solute diffirsion are

tested using a large data base of experimental diffi¡sion results. The models are based on

the differences in relative valence, ground state and fermi energies of the solute and

solvent. A new procedure extending previous models to include the equilibration of

energies and exchange of electrons is reviewed and found to correctly predict the

correct sign of the difference between the activation energies for solvent self diffi¡sion and

solute self diffi.lsion in over 70 o/o of the 300+ solvent-solute systems investigated. This

model is the most robust ever presented and critical aspects relating to diffi.rsion

mechanisms are discussed. The most prominent feature is the incorporation of a radius

compensation method that predicts the change in ionic radius of solute ions as a

consequence of the redistribution of charge resulting from energy equilibration of solute

with solvent.
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r.O INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

In the field of solid state diffi¡sion , much experimental effort has been direc ted at

determining the rates of diffi¡sion of dilute impurities in metal solvents. The Smithells

Tables now include data for various solute, impurity elements, in over 30 different

solvent elements. This record represents over a half century of experimental results.

Typically the data on solute diffi¡sion experiments is presented as the two principal

variables of the Arrhenius diffi¡sion equation, given here in the classic self-diffi.lsion form

for solvent,

( -on\
D=Aoe\Rr) Equation I1ì

Ao, the frequency factor and Qo, the activation energy term, for self-diffi-rsion. When

considering the solute properties in the solvent, the following form of equation I is used,

( -q,\
Dz = A2g\ nr 1 Equation [2]

Where Ar is the frequency term for solute diftision in solvent, and the term e, is the

activation energy of the solute. (Note: By convention the subscript 0 will always refer to

solvent and the subscript 2 to solute. ).

Recent comments suggest the issue of what determines the activation energy of a solute is

regarded as a non-issue (Rothman,l993).Yet, no one has been able to predict whether
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a solute will diffi¡se faster or slower in a solvent. It is suggested that the closing of this

issue was somewhat premature. If indeed the question of how fast a solute will diffi¡se

cannot be predicted then one must question the merits of the existing theories more

closely.

The differences between the activation energies , Qs and Q, , and frequency factors 
" 

Ao

and A, that have been the focus of intense scrutiny over the previous half century. It was

the prime objective to develop a model to describe the interactions between solute and

solvent ions in dilute alloys and thus predict the diffi¡sion parameters for any arbitrary

solvent solute system. The activation energy (enthalpy) or migration energy has been

regarded as a principal means of determining the diffi¡sion coefficient of the solute.

Hence if the solute activation energy is lower than that of the solvent selÊdiffi¡sion , the

solute will exhibit fast diffi¡sion, and vice versa.

Extremely high rates of diffi.rsion were regarded as a deviation away from substitutional

vacancy diffi¡sion toward interstitial diffi.lsion. The relative values of the solute parameters

are thought to be determined by differences in the atomic properties of the two elements

and their interactions. The development of a general model was considered of great

importance in furthering the understanding the theoretical principles of diffi¡sion in

metals and other solid states . The failure of the theory in generating a predictive

model of diffi¡sion parameters has resulted in research being directed toward determining

specifìc diffi¡sion parameters for each solvent system. This is a lengthy , expensive and
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laborious process as a consequence research has been directed toward a small group of

commercially important solvents. This narrowing of the focus has its disadvantages,

The development of a general model requires application to all solvents and any model

based on a select group of solvents could easily be in error. Typically, the focus has

been on the noble metals Copper, Gold and Silver. It never has been stated clearly why

these were chosen as the principal focus or why they might be considered typical . It was

clear that binary diffirsion was not being adequately modelled by the preponderance of so

called anomalous diffi¡sion rates observed in experiments, nor was there any more success

with ternary systems. The shift in focus toward other areas of diffi¡sion studies does not

implythat the issue of what determines diffi-rsion of solutes has been rendered irrelevant.

This issue is at the core of all diffilsion studies and until it is modelled correctly no

significant progress in the field will ever manifest itself. It must be pointed out that inspite

of the casual treatment of this issue, still no model exists that can even predict whether a

solute will diffi;se slower or faster than the solvent self-diffi¡sion rate with any known

degree of certainty. Consequently no model can predict, quantitatively , solute diffi¡sion

parameters.

Peripheral to the main thrusts of diffirsion over the last two decades was work by Hahn

and Averback (1986,1987,1988) and earlier by, owens and Turnbull (1972), Hood

(1978) and Warburton and Turnbull(1975). These researchers found a strong link

between solute radius and diffi.rsion rates in systems such as lead , titanium and zirconium.
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Their general conclusions were that small solutes could take advantage of interstitial

diffi'lsion mechanisms and thereby exhibit fast diffi,rsivities and low activation enthalpy. It

was not clear whether these studies and their conclusions were extendible to other

systems. It was also not evident whether these results corroborated or refuted the

prevailing theory of diffi¡sion developed by Le Claire (1962) known as either the relative

valence model or the screened coulomb interaction model. It was not an issue with the

authors at the time and it might be said that they thought the results simply accounted

for anomalous behaviour missed by the dominant models.

The introduction of Le Claire's (1964) amended model relating solute diffi¡sion

parameters of homovalent solutes to differences in the ground state energies of the solute

and solvent opened the door to many new concepts that were never investigated fully.

Since the equilibrium radius of an atom is related to its valence (and thus its Fermi

Energy ), relative atomic sizes could no longer be dismissed entirely. No attempt has

been made to investigate diffirsion parameters from the perspective of energy differences

over a wide range of solvents nor has any attempt been made to relate these to atomic

sizes. This study will attempt to resolve at least some of the issues and will present a

model that links the energy, size and diffi¡sion parameters into a basic model .



1.2 BACKGROUND

Several models for the prediction of Activation energies of solutes have been proposed in

the past , with mixed results. The largest single problem in verifying these models has

always been comparing the theoretical or predictive values of a solvent system with

experimental data. Often models were presented with less than a dozen experimental

values for diffi'lsion parameters available. Models were necessarily based on the

experimental evidence at hand and that was rather limited. New models were developed

as more experimental data was accumulated , againwith mixed results. No one could in

fact verify the validity of sometimes conflicting experimental evidence and the choice of

values used to construct models may have been more subjective than anyone really

desired

It is the intention of this dissertation to review some of these earlier efforts and review

the ability of the various models to predict diffi¡sion parameters compared with the

aggregate of data now available from experimental research. By using data base

management system (DBMS) software it was thought possible to conduct hundreds of

comparisons between theoretical and experimental values. Of specific interest \¡/as one

of Le Claire's (1964) last major models based on ground energy states of solute and

solvent ions and the work of Varley (Ig54) dealing with equilibration of energy fields

associated with solvent and solute,in alloys.
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The activation energy of solvent self diffi¡sion shows a high degree of correlation with

crystal structure and melting point of the atomic species (Cahoon and Sherby ,lg9¡ ).

However, it is not possible to correlate self-diffi¡sion parameters with those of the same

species when it is a solute within another atomic species. A general pattern, of impurities

adopting the diffi¡sion parameters of the solvent, is more than just coincidental.

Unfortunately the solute parameters are rarely if ever identical to those of the solute. This

phenomenon of incomplete equilibration is at the core of the problem of how do dilute

solutes adapt to the solvent.

Differences in the Qoand e, ,

ÂQ =Qr-Qo Equation t3l

have been variously attributed to differences in atomic radii, atomic volume, ion core

charge' first ionization potential , valence and atomic ground state energy. Unfortunately

' due to the limited resources, few proposals have been examined and compared with the

experimental data.

The successes to date are limited to select groups of solvents , primarily the noble metals

Cu, Ag and Au and a small number of the solute elements immediately following these in

the atomic table. Attempts to model diffi¡sion in transition elements have not shown any

consistent correlation between experiment al andpredicted values for Âe
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1.3 Le Claire Theory (Relative Valence)

One model has been adopted by the discipline as the dominant theory and is regularly

quoted in the literature. This is the model proposed by LeClair (1962) often termed the

relative valency model. The basis of this model is the assumption that the only

difference of consequence between a solute and solvent ion on a lattice site is the

difference in valence, Z"( solute valence -solvent valence). This difference totally

accounting for differences in solute diffi.lsion.

This model assumes that if the solute valence is greater than that of the solvent then the

solute will have a -^Q , that is the solute will require less energy to make a jump to a

nearest neighbour vacancy than will a neighbouring solvent atom. The reduction in jump

energy required will lead to faster rates of diffirsion for the solute than the solvent

selÊdiffi;sion rate Do ( thus D,>> Do). This model when first described by Leclair (1962)

was based largely on two solvents, silver and copper, both of which were taken as having

a valence of +l . The solutes cd*2, In*3, Sn*a and Sb*5 were all found to have a-zr (Le

Claire term for charge difference), and -ÂQ values when introduced to Ag*r. While the

solutes Zn*z, Ga*3, Ge*o, As*5, and Sn*a were also found to have -Àe when introduced to

copper, Cu 
*r.

The solute is thought to contribute all of its valence electrons to the surrounding sea

leaving a positive charged ion core which attracts the negatively charged vacancies ,

decreasing the energy of activation. A solute with a lower valence than the solvent would
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then be expected to have a slightly more negative ion core, repelling vacancies and

resulting in a +[Q value for diffi¡sion.

Unfortunately there were problems with the model , notably no means of achieving a

+ÂQ with transition elements was possible unless a new valence designation was adopted

specifically for the solute, i.e. Fe*2 would have to have a-ve valence in Cu in order to get a

* Zt and thus +ÂQ which is typically the result of experimental tests. Furthermore

LeClair (L962) acknowledged that even though there might be some grounds upon which

to modify transition element valences (Hume-Rothery,1968) he did not address the

problem of homovalent , (solutes of same valence as solvent), solutes at that time.

Considering these difüculties the model was best suited for noble metal solvents

The purpose of this project was initially rather vaguely defined as , attempt to find some

correlation between ÂQ of solute impurities and some atomic characteristics of the

relevant metals' Attempts were made to correlate crystal structure, valence, atomic radii,

ionic radii' melting points, boiling points and sublimation energies with Âe and all showed

marginal relationships at best. An attempt was made to correlate Fermi Energies with Âe

again with marginal results (Cahoon lgg4 ). An earlier effort by the author to develop

a model of diffi¡sion in c¿-Iron , based on differences in Goldschmidt ionic radii had a

surprisingly high degree of qualitative and quantitative agreement with experimental data.

This isolated success was based on a modification of work carried out by Cahoon and

Sherby (1992). The basis of this modification was intuitive at best and assum ed that
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regardless of the tendency of the relative valence to favour either u + Âe or _Áe

condition , the ultimate deciding factor was the relative differences in ionic radii of the

pure elements. Smaller solute ions tended to -AQ and vice versa. Unfortunately the

successful correlation fell off markedly in other solvent systems. Lazarus(1954) and

Swalin (1957) and other researchers had considered the role of radii in the past but recent

researchers have largely ignored them for a number of reasons. These reasons include

the difüculty in determining the actual radius values directly. The radius is clearly

related to valence and may be a wholly dependant function of the valence . This then

brings up the issue of what is the ionization state of a solute under the influence of a

solvent? As Le Claire (1962) points out it may well be that size effects are no more than

another manifestation of the ion core potential V(r) around the impurity. He regarded

radius as an unnecessarily indirect approach to determining differences in activation

energies. Recall that the Thomas-Fermi equation for ion core potential is given by

V(r) = ufre@'ot Equation [4]

where q the screening factor is given by,

q2 = 4nN(Eò: o#(+)+

and N(E¡) is the density of states at mean Fermi Energy
the mass, charge and number of electrons per unit volume.

Equation [51

, and m,e, fi6 ãrÊ respectively
å is Planck's constant.

E¡ can be found from the relationship between valence and radius, where
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Equation [6]
z

E'= lk?¡ S'r:i,

and 2¡2 n ne4
Equation [71

other versions of the Fermi energy equation determine the

volume of material rather than per atomic volume,

number of electrons per unit

ç = tnrs Equation [8]

the discrepancies are based on the variable packing factors typical of different crystal

structures. Nevertheless the choice of equation is not considered an issue as long as it is

consistently applied.

l,4Le Claire Theory (Ground State Energy)

LeClair (1964) suggested a model to account for diffi;sion of homovalent solutes. He

concluded that differences in Ground State Energies , Eo , for the bulk solute and solvent ,

given by

1." / \;t--h'l 9 l'
^ - sr\4rrr) =

u=A,E=(tt-t8) Equation [9]

result in an effective valence difference.The superscripts A and B indicate solvent and

solute species respectively. The core ion potential now becomes in simplest terms,

V(r) = ¿¡, Equation [01

the difference in potentials within t
sphere) and that of the solvent. [,/
directly with LQ. (The difference

solute atomic cell of radius R (the Wigner-Seitz
according to Le Claire (1964) was then correlated
activation energy between solute and solvent.) A

he

in
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positive value for U was considered to represent a potential well at the site of the

impurity' a basin of attraction for electrons. The increased local density of negative

charges was then thought to repel vacancies with their effective "negative charges,, (Le

Clair 1964) and conversely if U is negative, a potential hump exists at the impurity site

with a slightly positive charge making it more attractive to vacancies than the solvent,

leading to -LQ values.

The importance of Le Claire's second model is twofold; first it is the first model to avoid

direct comparisons of the valences, and second it is the only model that compares energy

terms which could be used directly to determine Q , which is itself an energy term. Le

Claire considered only homovalent impurities in his proposal of 1964 but made no mention

of any exclusivity in its application . The purpose of this model was to deal with only the

homovalent impurities that could not be modelled with the relative valence model.

Le Claire( 1964) realised that differences in ground state

solute would also be a factor in heterovalent diffi,sion but

the effect in his earlier theory (Le Claire, 1962).

energy between solvent and

made no attempt to include

In order to make a tractable model many assumptions are often made. In the case of Le

Claire's proposals of 1962 and 1964, the solvent was modelled as alatticeof point charges

' the ion cores within a field of negative electrons. This model was employed by Corless

and March (1962) The solute replacing a solvent atom was simply represented as a
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change in the core potential ,Zo. In effect the background solvent was taken as the zero

state.

This model cannot account for local changes in ionic radii. In fact by assuming that the

solute and solvent are point charges , it reduces to a problem of simply modelling the

differences in charge .

One side effect of neglecting radius , was that only diffi;sion via a vacancy mechanism

could be considered and there was no way to determine if a solute had the potential of

using an interstitial diftision mechanism. The other loss was the fact that differences in

activation volume were ignored. Curiously, the success of the Le Claire model was best

for the specific series of elements Cu, Ag, and Au where the following elements of

increasing valence tend to have proportional radius increments as well. It was as if the

model was designed for just such series where one could indeed ignore the effects of

radius. This was an extremely encouraging finding that in no way contradicted Le Claire

but rather illustrated why success might be restricted from generality. In addition to the

previously mentioned shortcomings, was the inability to capture dynamic processes that

might influence diffirsion.

Hood (1978) fitted equations to existing diffi¡sion data that modelled the relationship

between solute atomic radii and diffilsion in a-Zr, Cu, and pb. However they were not

intended as a general model nor for use in predicting diffirsivities in alternate systems.

Again no attempt was made to examine whether the assumption that solute valences

chosen were appropriate. The underlying assumption that a solute would have the same
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valence or more accurately, ionization state in all solvents was never

investigated.

systematically

Based on early efforts it became apparent that any model simply based on the valence or

Fermi Energy was not very satisfactory in predicting 
^Q 

qualitatively let alone

quantitatively It appeared that at best 40 to 60 % of the predictions would correlate

positively on a qualitative basis , little better than random success. The high rate of error

was in part due to the wide variety of methods used to determine solute diffi¡sion

coefficients, but experimental error appeared insufficient to account for all errors.

1.5 Energy Equitibration Theories

A re-examination of the earlier assumption of radius irrelevance was undertaken. Jaswon

(1954) and Varley (1954) mentioned that in alloys a transfer of charge from solvent to

solute was accompanied by a change in radius of the atoms. Specifically, donors of

charge shrink while acceptors dilate. The charge redistribution was based in large part

on the atomic cell theory of Wigner-Seitz (1933,1934) which assumes that the

eigenfunctions of the two atoms will have different amplitudes at the boundary based on

their respective ground energy states. As a consequence each eigenfuction will be

modified to equilibrate the ground state eigenfunctions thus making it single-valued or

self-consistant throughout the alroy or crystal lattice (varley, lg54).

The equilibration of energy (Fig.l) is accomplished through charge transfer and

accompanying changes to radius. Solvent atoms have an energy spectrum based on

minimum energy, El and those of solute B based on E,!, . rcelectrons from A move
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toward the lower unoccupied energy bands of B then the energy of the entire crystal will

be lowered.

Charge J-eawes solwent
A to occupy lower enerçry
lewels in B

E:
.5liltlEtx= ¡.;64 _ 1!3-f Adapted from Varley(19S4)

FIGURE 1

Varley (1954) suggests that only the high energy valence electrons actually take part in

this exchange or alloying process. Hence the concept of the equilibratio n of Emsx

values' Note since Eo is a function of Ef , the Eo of the solute will also change.

The methods used to calculate the ground state energies , Eç, were derived from the

work of wigner-seitz (l93l, 1933) for a simple monovalent atom,
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Equation [11]

where .4. ' is the heat of sublimation, and I is the fïrst ionization potential.

Eo has been defined as the energy of the lowest energy electron in the bulk or pure metal

, with reference to the energy of an electron in free space which is regarded as zero. In

the case of a monovalent metal the energy required to be added in order to sublimate a

metal into a state of free atoms would be the difference between Eo and.E'f such that

ignoring all other factors,

-(8"+Eò=A+1 Equation [21

Since -El, A and lare known for a large number of elements Eo can be deduced for

many of the pure metals.

In the case of divalent metals in the solid state the interaction energy of the valence

electrons must be considered. According to Wigner-Seitz ( lg33,lg34) and Varley (1954)

there is a positive contribution to the interaction energy due to Coulomb energy of
l'2e2lr per each possible electron pair in any atomic cell of radius r. Considering the
Pauli exclusion principles there will be a negative contribution due to electrons having the

same spin of -.916e2 lr . An additional factor of -he2 /r must be also included to
compensate for the correlation interactions of parallel spin electrons since there is a

tendency for electrons of like spin to repel each other slightly Thus, we obtain an

expression for the average interaction energy of an electron pair assuming in this case

random mixing of spins,
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T = ïQ.284 - h). where h:h(r) (Varley, tss4) Equation [3]

The expression for Qm , the total average interaction energy for a divalent metal , with an

atomic cell containing only two valence electrons, becomes ,

Q,, = ry " (+ (vartey, tss4) Equation [14]

For a trivalent or higher valence atom the first term of the product determines the

number of interacting pairs such that for a valence of two there is one pair,for valence of

three there are then three distinctpair interactions.

In the case of the free atom of the given divalent atom the total energy required to

remove the electrons is less than would be required if there were no interaction between

the electrons. The frrst ionization potential being less than the second . If no interaction

were present the energy required to remove two electrons would simply be ZIp. The first

ionization potential clearly shows the interaction energy contribution of the remaining

valence electron. Therefore, the interaction energy of the free atom, ef, in the divalent

metal is simply the difference between the first and second ionization potentials,

Qf = 2lz - (Iz + I ) = Iz - It (Varley, tg54) Equation [51

The solution to total interaction energy of a trivalent metal is essentially the same but for

the inclusion of a term to compensate for the s-p transition that the one electron would
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have to undergo in order to be equivalent to -/¡. Therefore the expression for the
trivalent state must include the promotion energy term,17, resulting in,

Qr = 3It - Ir - (I 1 + 12+ 1¡) (Varley, Lg54) Equation [61

and in the case of quadravalent metals there would be two electrons in the p -shell so,

Qr: 4Iq -2Ir - (IwIz * Iz * Ia). (yartey. tes4) Equarion [r7]

The equationfor Eo, in its most general term becomes,

i=z
Eo: -)11'+E I, + ZE¡- Q¡+ em) (varley, tss4)

i=1
Equation [81

Le Claire (1964) assumes that for homovalent impurities some form of simple charge

transfer occurs within an alloy with charge being moved from higher to lower potentials.

There is an admission that radius changes will result but are considered irrelevant. In fact,

the proposed model of Le Claire presumes that the difference in Eo values is the only

significant factor in determining LQ. There was no effort to illuminate the mechanism of

equilibration. Difficulties arise with this model when experimental Âe values have a

contradictory sign when compared with the sign of U. If one considers the actual

consequences of equilibration, would additional factors become evident as to the

disposition of d'Q values? Principally are there radius effects that would contradict the

general trend of ÂQ ?

The equilibrium radius (Varley, lg54) assumed by a solute ion is related to the ground

state energy ofthe solute such that the
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Equation [91

Equation [2ll

Varley (1954) the

Recall that the equation for Eo contains only two terms that arefunctions of r, Ef and the

mean interaction term Qmwhichis very small.

If charge of amount , n ,(ni}) is transferred from cell A to cell B , the new equilibrium
radius of the cells will be determined by the relationship,

(gø\ - -('tln¡<z.al\\,1, ) ,.: -\T) 
,.

Equation [20]

According to Varley (1954) itrn" ff is assumed to be consrant in the region r: q,

the direct dependence of Eo on z is small and can be neglected, then

(tø\ = (sø.\
\¿l) ,o- \ã) ,

where r is the new equilibrium radius. Therefore according to

relationship

(rlttt'ù\ _(,[n¡<a]\
\ r )r:\T)rn' Equation [221

will now be valid. It follows then that since,

?

ÍEÁÐl = ikî hen . .IEIZ + n)! = tt T-, Equation [23]
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t'=t,olr*ï)t
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, by the relationship (Varley, lg54),

Equation [241

which is found by solving Equation [22] .

In Equation [2a], r is the new radius , n the charge transfer and Z the original valence ,

i'e' a gain +n increases the radius, a loss of charge, -n reduces the radius. z can be

misleading while it is referred to as valence it actually is the number of valence electrons,

not the ionization state which is the number of valence electrons given up. The difference

is subtle but important.

The issue here was not whether Le Claire's theorem was appropriate but whether the

addition of a method of accounting for the solute radius based on varrey's methods was

possible and whether it could account accurately for what were previously referred to as

anomalous activation energies. Furthermore, all the values used previously in determining

the differences in core potential are based on the bulk material properties. Equilibrium

between the electrons of solvent and solute atoms \¡/as not at issue. Le Claire,s success in

correlating U , with LQ, was deemed suffìcient in 1962 and appears to have been left

as it was presented. So taking these factors into account improvements are expected.

Jaswon (1963) and Hume-Rothery( 1968) have both separately remarked that solubility

of alloy elements is a function of the relative sizes of the two atomic cells and that

valence was a significant determining factor in achieving solubility. Jaswon (1954 ) also
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indicates that under certain circumstances a solute ion may shrink sufficiently to attempt

to occupy a site adjacent to a solvent atom such that the total volume occupied by the

pair is substantially less than bulk volume would suggest. By extension it seemed possible

for vacancy space to be increased or diminished as a consequence of these changes in

dimensions. Whether or not this phenomenon has any relationship to anomalous solute

diffi.rsion rates was not apparent but considered worth investigating.
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2.0 OBJECTTVES

The focus of this project was to determine if a general model predicting , 
^e 

for solute

diffi.lsion ' qualitatively, was possible to implement. Also the evaluation of the existing

models was to be used as a comparison . Le Claire's models (1962,1964) were to be the

starting points , primarily due to their ease of implementation, requiring little more than

bulk valence and Es values. A modification to this model was made to conform to
Varley's assumption that only the highest level electrons are actually engaged in transfer

of charge. So rather than Eo values , the Emax values were used. This model , to be

called the Modified Le Claire Model (M.L C.), and the originalRelative Valence (R.V.M.)

and Homovalent models ,would be compared with a data base of experimental solute

diffi-¡sion parameters and evaluated as to their conformity with the empirical values.

Recall that Le Clair (1964) was originally restricted in the number of solvent systems

evaluated and extension to heterovalent systems was not attempted. It was decided to

complete the assessment of this model by extending it to the heterovalent systems and

broadening the scope to include alarger data base. As much of this model is compatible,

even integral to the second model ,the Radius compensating Model (R.c.M.) , it was

quite conveniently accomplished.

The R'C'M. is an attempt to modify the energy difference approach by considering the

radius adaptations of solutes . The four models would be tested for a number of solvent

systems for qualitative correlation with experimental LQ data extracted from the

literature and the results tabulated . The four models would be scored in a simple
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manner relating the number of correct guesses for the sign of Ap versus the actual
reported experimental values. If the Radius Compensation Model was indeed valid, an

increase in the percentage of correct guesses was to be expected over that of the

Modified Le claire Model and the Relative valence Model. If success of a model was

found to be consistent for a wide variety of solvent systems , it was to be regarded as a

sign of general applicability for that model.

If a model was found to have some general application, then a further investigation of

the significance would be initiated , with respect to the underlying diffi¡sion mechanisms

and the possible extension to quantitative analysis of solute activation energy and

frequency factors. No attempt was to be made regarding quantitative estimates of solute

diffirsion within this dissertation. This was felt appropriate since no experimental proof of

any kind of general success had been demonstrated for any model . It was considered

prudent to confirm the models experimentally before proceeding to construct a

quantitative model.

Ultimately should this work reveal the existence or validity of a general model then there

is great hope for the development of quantitative determination of diffi¡sion parameters.

The comparison of the three models would in some measure determine the direction for

subsequent improvements .

The emphasis on the R.C.M. was due in part to a belief that it would serve as the basis for

computer simulation studies of diffi;sion mechanisms.
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3.0 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Compilation of diffusion data

The twenty solvent systems chosen for evaluation have well established values within the

body of literature and represent some of the most common and extensively investigated

solvents. The solvent systems used for model testing are given in Table l.

To begin the project it was necessary to compile all the available data on the selÊdiffi.rsion

of the elements into a data base. Since this data is representative of the bulk state of the

elements it was incorporated into a master data base which included basic physical

properties and the ionization potentials for all the elements (TABLE Z). For the purpose

of this study the gases and many of the heavier elements were later excluded since either

they were of no practical interest or the atomic data was not complete. Where several

allotropes were recognised for a element they were included when suffrcient data

existed' The data presented in Table 2 includes the self diffi.¡sion values for activation

energies , and D., for each element where available (Cahoon and Sherby,l992). The

entire contents of the atomic data table, 78 atomic identities (elements and allotropes) ,

were then run against one of the twenty solvent elements. This in effect produced over

TABLE I Solvent Systems Evaluated
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1500 solvent -solute systems for evaluation. Experimental data used to evaluate the

performance of the models was however limited to 324 systems. Evaluation of the

model performance was based on the experiment al data and for some solvents this may

represent less than l0 solutes. Several systems had experimental data on as many as 25

solutes.

Table 2 also includes the values for atomic parameters taken from various sources.

These include; Goldschmidt ionic radius, atomic radius and interatomic distances (taken

as being equivalent), valence ( Flinn and Trojan, 1990) , Heats of sublimation and

ionization potentials (Kaye and Laby, ****). The Fermi energy values and subsequent

calculations of Emax and Eo are based on these extracted values. The master table in

spreadsheet form is converted to a relational data base allowing the element data to be

sorted and converted back into an ASCII data base (Appendix see iter.dat). This

extracted data is then used by a C++ program (Appendix see iter.cpp) for the various

iterative processes used to equilibrate the Emax values and determine the charge transfer

and equilibrium radius of the solute. The program was set up to process the entire data

base of 78 solutes within a particular solvent system. This was more convenient than

trying to reconfigure the data base to the empirical data. Additionally it was interesting to

review some of the predictions for solutes for which no impurity diffi¡sion data exists and

compare with known solutes. The output of the program iter.cpp was merged with the

existing table of impurity diffi¡sion parameters of solutes in a particular solvent system

'Tables 
3-23. These tables include the published diffi¡sion data for the various solutes

examined within each solvent system and basic atomic information. The predictions as to
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solute activation energy are made on the basis of the various relevant factors, discussed

later, and compared with the empirical results.

The output of the program iter.cpp included the new adaptive equilibrium radius for each

solute within a particular solvent, also the charge transfer required for equilibration of the

solute , either positive or negative was determined and presented . Since charge transfer is

typically a fractional quantity, an attempt to predict the next full integer value of charge

transfer and the dependent radius was also determined. For example if Charge transfer was

determined to be n= - .5 with a radius of .98 Angstroms then the next full charge value

would be n:-1.0 and a new smaller radius would be determined. Since the transfer of

charge is by electrons , the fractional charges relate only to some statis tical average and

not to actual ionization states possible.

The most significant feature of this procedure is the enormous number of calculations

performed for each solute within a given system. It was found to be more efficient to

process all the elements as solvents than to attempt to perform calculations for one

solute at a time.

The model of Le Claire and proposed radius adaptation procedures was to be tested

against a wide variety of solvent systems for which experimental impurity diffiision

parameters were available. This type of information pertaining specifically to Activation

Energies and Frequency Factors is available in Smithells Metals Reference Book (1967).
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Augmentations of this data base from other sources (Fricke, 1g72, Hiranro *x** , Mrowec

,1980 ) increased the database size significantly.

This results in 324 solvent-solute system pairs for which experiment al d,ata exists for the

solute impurity diffi-rsion parameters (see appendix for tables 3-22). The predictions

generated according to the models are checked against these values and the accuracy

determined' Note that each solvent system includes itself as a potential solute. This

technique was employed to check the accuracy of the output. It was assumed that the

models should return null values for any solute with atomic parameters identical to that

of the solvent.

Typically the diffiision data ( both self and impurity ) is quite variable due to rhe variation

in experimental technique and wherever possible several values may be listed along with

references' The tables on impurity data a are cross referenced to the atomic data in a

relational database by indexing the element . This allows for complex investigations of

interrelationships between the solutes and the various solvents. Included in the master

atomic table in addition to selÊdiffi;sion data, was atomic radius , ionic radius valence, and

heats of sublimation. The variables specific to each element such as the Fermi Energy,

Emax, sum of ionization potentials correlation and interaction potentials were determined

for each element through the use of supplem entary computer code and application specific

routines' Some data , principally the heats of sublimation or higher ionizationpotentials,
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was unavailable for the radioactive elements and these elements were excluded from the

main body of the table.

Elements were sorted on the basis of valence for ease of review. Subsequent sorts were

conducted to organise, in descending order, the elements as to Eo and Emax values.

Graphical results ( Figure 2) were produced to aid in visualising relationships between

energies ' radius, and any other variable of potential interest. The use of a computer dafa

base was primarily to streamline energy calculations and to control the rather extensive

volume of material generated. Data was extremely easy to extract , in an ASCII format,

from the basic tables and exported for use by supplement ary C++ programs and vice

versa' This in effect suggests that atomic elements could become a datatype according to

object oriented Programming techniques, permitting sophisticated programming

approaches to quantum mechanics problems.

3.2 Determination of the Mean Fermi Energy , E¡,
and Ground State Energy, ,Es .

The important variables to be determined in the development of the various models

was . Eo' the ground state energy. The formula for which, was given earlier in its most

basic form for monovalent elements. A more general form taken from Varle y (1954). and

capable of handling polyvalent atoms, was used throughout this study,

E o : -)1tt,*'f þ, + zE¡- Q^ + gr¡
i=l

where , Z is the valence , A the heat of sublimation

ionization potentials up to the value of Z, thevalence.

Equation [251

i=Z

, E Ip,, is just the sum of
Z=1
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where

Since

2.î
E f = ik+ for rhe bulk element

- fo

k = 2.25 * 16-39 
(Jorl¿,sxsec)2

kg

Equation [261

l¿, is Planck's constant and m the mass of the electrono=#(#)i

, ro =metFes , and Z is dimensionless

units for the expression Ef are in Joules /mole.

tr= (Ð x 2.25" 16-3e(../¿,¡¿l¿-,xsec)2 - + - # =@# = #, *

:#**=+=Joule,s
Equation [27]

It was decided that working in units of electron Volts and Angstroms would be more

convenient , so the following conversion modifications were made,

ur=(i) x2.25x10-38 "*Ttx# *#,*#* *m=(m)
Equation [28]

where l## = 1.602 * 1g-rt4

3.3 EnergyEquilibration

It was assumed that the statement of Varley (1954), that only the high energy electrons

take part in the charge exchange process \ryas correct. Then it follows that the solvent
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Emax becomes the base to which the solute is expected to adapt through a mechanism of

charge transfer and radius compensation.

For the purposes of this project, the Fermi energy component which includes radius and

valence was considered to be the most significant route toward equilibration. In effect it

will be assumed that only the Ef value of the solute Emax can be altered in order to

equilibrate with the Solvent Emax value. The Ef value then becomes a function of the

charge transfer and equilibrium radius and hence the Emax value .

Elu* = E?nu* = -Eu" + t- øt'lt-

1,"(r.;)6 I

Equation [291

Equation [31]

The assumption is that the only possible mechanisms for equilibration are the transfer of

charge and the change in the equilibrium radius by the solute.

stnce,

Euo =-àln'+>r? .Øikæ-e¡+e,,f 
, Equation [301

then,

Eln * = Efno* = -*l 
^, 

+ Ð r ¡ + (z + n)lk--+ - er + n,,] * k-Jt..,;--

L L'o(t+2)"1 J L',('+)' j
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3.4 Polynomial Solution

The solution to Eq.3l is a polynomial of the form,

-2
ct, + p¡/+ yNî = 0

where &: E^u* of the solvent,

and B is the term [A +Z I ¡ - et + ç^1 for the solure

4
2t29

Y _ -iK 
,?,

Since no closed form solution is possibre for Eq 3l an iterative

solve for N which includes only the number of valence electrons

variable n.

and

Equation [321

solution is employed to

and the charge transfer

3.5 Determination of Charge Transfer

The solution of the previous polynomial yields a value for N from which the value of

charge transfer can be derived once a value for the number of valence electrons is

inserted, where

N=à or n-!r-Z Equation [331

The term ( Z+n) is the new effective valence of the solute ion. This term provides some

insight into the actual solute valence which has been rather arbitrarily assigned in the
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past' In effect one does not have to guess the solute ionization state but simply insert the

number of known high energy erectrons avairabrefor equilibration.

As the solution for Eq.32 requires an initial guess , it is quite appropriate to set n ïo -z
implying that all the available electrons are donated . Adding back fractional charge

until z:0 during each iteration explores the entire rangeof options from . occasionally

no solution is possible within the described limit. This suggests that some solutes either

cannot equilibrate due to an insufficient number of valence electrons or that they must

adopt a -ve valence. It is possible to expand the range of n to examine the actual

numerical solutions, the significance of such solutions is not however obvious.

3.6 Determination of Equitibrium Radius for solute

Solving for z one can determine a value for the new radius ,

r=ro(t.Ðr
where r" is the original radius. Zis theoriginal valence.

Equation [34]

Solutions fot n ' were found by implementing acomputer program written for the task,

iter'cpp (source code presented in the appendix) . The value of n , wasfound by iteration

of the polynomial expression for values of z between -ve valence and *y¿ls¡ce, in

increments of .025, for the particular element being examined as an impurity within a

particular solvent. Recall that alpha is the solvent Emsx value. with this program any
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number of elements could be evaluated as impurities within the particular solvent system

and predictions on their possible LQ values determined based on the relative
differences in Emsx and radius of the impurity ion subsequent to equilibration. The

impurity ion equilibrium radius was calculated based on the chargetransfer z . Since in

most instances n is a fractional quantity and it was assumed only integral numbers of

electrons could be redistributed , the radius for the solute was also determined for

transfer of the full integral charge value. In effect three values for the impurity radius

were determined the base atomic radius based on the pure metal, the statistical equilibrium

radius based on the value of the charge transfer quantity n required to make the energy

of the solute equilibrate with the solvent and finally the radius for a whole number of

electrons rounded up or down from the value of z based on whether it is positive or

negative valued. The term ,

Z+n ,

is regarded as the ionization state of the solute in solvent In this manner the question of

the solute ionization state can be finally answered. Further investigation of this issue was

not pursued beyond a simple calibration check to insure that in the case of allotropic

elements that the reported ionic radii for specific ionizationstates coincided with the those

predicted.

3.7 Prediction Parameters

The algorithm was designed to evaluate the respective energy values for the solvent and

each of more than 70 solutes. The first major component of analysis is the determination

of the differences in Emax energy and a prediction of possible LQ according to the
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Modified Le Claire Model. Note the solution algorithm does not deal with the Relative

Valence Model ' that is accomplished within the spreadsheet since it is simply a difference

between the bulk valences for solute and solvent.

The next stage of evaluation is a comparison of the atomic radius of the solute with that

of the solvent. If the solute energy is lower than the solvent ( more negative) then a

potential well exists that attracts electrons. The exact value of that charge transfer is

iteratively calculated and the new equilibrium radius of the solute is compared with that

of the solvent.

There is some ambiguity regarding the radius of the solvent. Knowing the valence of a

solvent it is possible to look up the Goldschmidt ionic radius , however X-ray diffraction

data implies that the solvent still takes on a crystallographic spacing , the interatomic

distances of twice the atomic distance with the high energy valence electrons in the sea of

electrons' It appears that the sea is evenly dispersed nevertheless and the interatomic

distance maintained inspite of the decrease in the ionic radius.

If the atomic radius of solute is less than solvent interatomic distance lzitisassumed the

solute will have a -^Q regardless of the charge transfer. The assumption was arbitrarily

made and ignores the fact that relaxation of solvent atoms in the vicinity of a vacancy

tends to decrease the volume of the vacancy by some variable percent of the solvent

atomic volume (Shewmon, 1989). There was no simple means to predict a relaxafion
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volume for the vacancy and it was hoped that if a trend of correlation was evident this

would not strongly affect the observed results. In the case of charge transfer to the solute

another arbitrary assumption was made, that the atom could not dilate beyond its atomic

diameter. Therefore a small solute gaining charge would remain small and still express a

-AQ, while a large charge accepting solute would inevitably remain too large and would

express a + AQ value. In logical terms the solution algorithm first determines the

direction of charge transfer by comparing the Emax values of the solute and solvent,

if solute Emax is > solvent then U is negative and charge leaves the solute.

then If the solute atomic radius, or the solute equilibrium radius, or the solute next

full charge radius is < solvent atomic radius ÂQ is negative for the solute. If

all three conditions are false then ÂQ is positive. Essential the only time this

model contradicts the Le Claire model is when all three conditions are false,

yielding a reversal of the prediction. (It løter became clear Íhat ion states larger

than the sol¡tent were capable of tlemonstroting -AQ value,s in,spite of being

'somewhat larger. A's there appeared to he increa.sed kinetic,y a.y,sociated utith

these charge donators, a problem of an upper limit to the curoff became

apparent. The assumption that the cutc¡ff limits are identical to Íhe atomic

diameter of the s<¡lvent appeqr to be less than ideal . (lnforÍunately there ditl not

sppeqr to be a simple means of adapting these concepts qt Íhe Íime and only

revealecl themselves after the analysis)

If the Emax is < solvent then U is positive and charge enters the solute,

then If the solute atomic radius is > solvent atomic radius Åe is positive
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( note occasionally solutes of thi,ç clos.ç were bumped up, i.e. their rarJii utere

within .03A of the ,çolvent ancJ thi,v was thought to he too clo,çe ro cpalify a,s

smaller . Thi's hrings up the issue of a lower cutoff limit which ntu.st he

considered as being in ,çome way related to the relaxafion phenomenon)

If the solute atomic radius is < solvent interatomic radius Âe is negative

(Reversing the LeClaire prediction )

It is possible for a very large impurity to lose charge during equilibration and still after

contracting be larger than the solvent so a positive value of delta e is still expected. In

addition' if charge was transferred only in integral amounts , the next whole number of

charge was examined as to its effects on the solute radius. If whole charge is the only

physical quantity to be transferred then the solute would in effect never actually achieve a

stable equilibrium but would be constantly either too high or too low with charge

continuously tunnelling back and forth between solvent and solute. If one considers then

that the solute exists in two states for different periods of time and statistically

equilibrates then the radius of those states may be such that one is larger and the other

smaller than the solvent average atomic radius. If in the larger state the impurity would be

expected to have a positive delta Q then in the smaller state it might have a negative delta

Q'As the diffi¡sion data on solutes represents a statistical average of the events it is

probable that an oscillator would appear to have a negative delta e though not as

dramatic as for a solute that existed in two states both of which were smaller than the

solvent radius' Additionally it was considered a possibilit y that a charge donator could
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adopt an ionic radius small enough to allow the solute to begin diffi¡sion using the

interstitial mechanism. The only way to verify this possibility was to examine manually,

specific solutes and check their frequency factors. In this case the approximation of

Shewmon( 1989) where a ratio of 10:l for ,\ and A, to be indicative of vacancy

mechanism while much higher ratios would be taken as an indication of interstitial

diffiision.

The value of delta Q for a solute would then appear to be a function of the differences

compared with the solvent,in energy, atomic radius, of the ground state and equilibrated

state as well as the frequency with which the solute changed states. It is clearly beyond

the scope of this paper to answer these later issues. It remains the goal to veri$r if in fact

the addition of a radius compensating formula to the original model of Le Claire could

become the basis of general model for making qualitative predictions on the differences

in activation energy between solute in the solvent and selÊdiffi¡sion for the solvent.
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Chargs Donal6rs (potsníal hiltsl

Emax > Emd of SolvÊnt

A- will always fit into a solvent vacancy therefore
B- will only f¡t ¡nto vacancy after losing charge and adopting

less than that of the solvent. lf this ii possiOle it w¡ll be a

-ve

an ionic

do

radius
do

dQ

dQ

dQ

B'- even after los¡ng charge still too large therefore +ve

C -a_fter accepting charge inevitably too large therefore +ve
D-after accepting charge may still be smail enough tofit into vacancy therefore _ve

Chargo AccÊptors
(Potential wells)
Ëmax < Emax of Solvent

Note D and C cases , ¡t seems unlikely that these impur¡ties can actuallysignificantly larger than the¡r basic atom¡c diameter
get

FIGURE 3
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3.8 ANOMALOUS RESULTS AND TREATMENT

The nature of this project was rather complex in that not only were several models being

compared as to their relative merits but also at issue was the actual diffirsion mechanism.

Subsequent to the early analysis of the data according to the previously listed procedures

certain anomalous results with large solutes and very low activation energies (primarily

the alkali metals) suggested further investigation. This included small tests as to the

impact of varying the cut off points. Initially the assumption was to set the cutoff point

identical with half the interatomic distance of the solvent. Later tests were conducted to

evaluating points slightly greater and lower than half the crystal interatomic distance.

This was simply a change to the manner in which the algorithm made a prediction . Later

yet this concept was mathematically embodied into the energy equilibration program.

The principle used was, that large solutes could not possibly exist within a smaller solvent

atom crystal without adopting a new dimension determined by the crystal spacing. Using

as an upper limit half the interatomic distance x 1.05 as the solute's cut-offpoint, the Ef

of the solute was recalculated using the solvent atomic radius and making the required

modifications to the Emax value of the solute. As a consequence of "squeezing,, these

large solutes their Emax values tended to increase ,requiring a different solution to charge

transfer than expected only on the basis of the solute's bulk properties. This procedure was

hoped to provide a means of eventually incorporating relaxation factors, strain energy and

their influence on solute energy levels. The results of this procedure employed in solvent

systems; Gold, Copper and Aluminium are presented in the results section .
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4.0 RESULTS

4.1 Solvent Systems

The diffusion dafa in the results section Tables (24-47) has been taken from the Impurity

Diffi;sion Parameter Tables ( 3-22). References for the diffirsion values are given in the

latter in order to conserve space in the former.

4.1.1 Aluminum ( 3l samples),

(see Table 3 for impurity diffi¡sion data, appendix Table 24 for equilibration data )

There was experimental diffi.lsion data available for 3l solute elements. The energy

difference models , predicted the correct sign for ÂQ in 19 of the cases while the Radius

Compensating Model (R.C.M.) predicted the corect sign of Åe in 20 cases. The

R.C.M. reversed the sign due to the size of the solute and predicted a Âe incorrectly in

4 cases.

Examination of the scatterplot (Fig.s) of Delta radius versus Delta e reveals a large

number of solutes with large atomic radii exhibiting -ÁQ values as well as some small

solutes exhibiting +ÂQ values . These make up the error predictions. The scatter plots for

the other solvent systems showed this problem to varying degrees. It was noticed that

there was a relatively high incidence of predicting the large Alkali metals and the low

melt point metals on the right of the noble metals incorrectly for many solvent systems.

This relationship prompted the re-evaluation of the radius used to calculate solute

energies. Cesium while not common as a solute in diffi;sion experiments was relatively

consistent in having low activation energies in spite of its enormous size, in whatever
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solvent . See Section 4.1.21 for the results of this alternative strategy for calculating

solute energies and equilibrium radius.

(Note all solvent system's inclucle the solvent as solute in ctrder îo check the ahili4t qf the

models to zero enertÐ) clffirences and tlemon,strate a common reference. The t.t.s'e qf the

'solvenÍ as q 'solute wa,ç also usetl as a check.for errorÍ; in Íhe tJala hase. Clearly Íhe

Relstive Valence Model is incapable qf tÌeating with homovalency anti ,strffers ,seriou,sly

.from this short coming. )

The original model of Le Claire (1962), the Relative Valence Model proved to be able to

correctly predict the sign of the experimental activation energies for solutes in l0 cases.

If the Homovalent impurity model of Le Clair is used to fill in the missing values of the

R.v.M. then the aggregate success is improved slightly to 45o/o.

In fact examination of Fig.5 shows a reasonable line could be drawn through the points

with the exception of Be and Co, lending more credence to the R.C.M. This trend is

more obvious when large solutes are forced to accommodate the aluminium radius,

Fig.25 and Table 44.

The Relative valence Moder (R.v.M.) success was 32.26yo

The Ground state Energy Difference Model (u) success was 6l.29yo

The M.L.M success was 6l .29%.

The R.C.M success was 64.520/o
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4.l.2Beryllium (l I samples),

(see Table 4 for impurity diffi.rsion data, appendix Table 25 for equilibration data )

There was experimental diffi.rsion data for 1l solute elements in Beryllium . The energy

difference models U and M.L.M., were able to predict the sign of Âe correctly in only 3

and 4 cases, respectively while the radius compensating model predicted the correct sign

of ÂQ in all l0 cases. The Emax value of Be is very low at -8.173 eV and as such most

of the solutes would be expected to donate electrons becoming -^e , according to the

M.L.M. however due to the small atomic radius of Be the R.C.M. predicts few if any of

these elements with the exception of Carbon actually shrink enough to occupy a Beryllium

vacancy- As a consequence the R.C.M. predicted that these elements would all have

+^Q.

The R.V.M. managed to predict the correct sign of

The value of the R.C.M. seems to be most evident

from the solute atoms in dimension.

The R.V.M. success was 45.5%o

The U success was 27.3%

The M.LeC.M success was 36.4yo.

The R.C.M success was 100%

ÂQ in only two cases of the ten.

when the solvent is radically different
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4.1.3 Cobalt (9 samples)

(see Table 5 for impurity diffirsio n data, appendix Table 26 for equilibration data )

The M'L'M. predicted the correct sign of ÅQ in only 5 of the 9 cases for which Âe were

available' The R.C-M. predicted the sign correctly in 6 of the 9 cases. The two erors of

the R C'M were also common to the M.L.M. where potential wells appear to have much

higher rates of diffi¡sion than predicted . Only in the case of Ni and alpha lron did the

R'C'M' reverse the M.L.M. model predictions thereby predicting correctly the

additional two cases. The U model was correct in all cases but for Carbon. This is the best

performance for this model of any solvent system. The U model appears to be better in

predicting the sign of the activation energy in heterovalent systems than the point charge

model or the R.V.M. . In fact over all the systems investigated , see Table 26, the IJ

model was better by over lo%o however the results were highly variable.

The R.V.M. success was 33.33yo.

The U success was 89 Yo

The M.L.M success was 55.55%o.

The R.C.M success was 77.77yo
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4.1.4 Copper (32 samples)

(see Table 6 for impurity diffi;sion data, appendix Table 27 forequilibration dara) The

M.L'M and the R.C.M correctly predicted the sign of ÂQ in only 20 and, t7 of the 32

elements, respectively for which ÂQ were available.In I cases the two models had the

same error , predicting a solute to be a potential well expecting a +ÁQ when the data

indicated -AQ.

(Note this system was re-evaluated using the solvent lattice dimension as the upper limit

for radius of large solutes and the results presented in 4,1,22)

The u model correctly predicted the correct sign of Âe in only 14 cases.

The Relative Valence model correctly predicted 17 of the 32 solutes Of the four models

tested this is a poor performance. Copper is one of the original solvent systems along with

Silver and Gold, on which this very model was based. It is a bit surprising that the

performance is so poor .

The R.V.M. success was 53.12yo.

The U success wa,s 43.75 yo

The M.LeC.M success was 62..5yo.

The R.C.M success was 53.lTYo

4.1.5 Gold (16 samples)

(see Table 7 for impurity diffi.rsion dafa, appendix Table 28 for equilibration data )
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The M'L.M. predicted the correct sign for ÂQ in l l of the 16 cases for which Áe values

were available. The R.C.M. predicted only 9 correct signs for ÂQ, which included all

five of the same errors made by the M.L.M. and an additional 2 errors.

(Note this system was re-evaluated using the solvent lattice dimension as the upper limit

for radius of large solutes and the results presented in 4.1.23\

Of the 5 common errors, 4 were for potential hills with expectant -Âe that demonstrated

+^Q . Note that Gold has a very low Emax , at -9.g77 ev and there is a general

expectation for solutes to become donors with -ÂQ . In addition the Gold Atomic radius

at 1.44 Angstroms is quite large . Most solutes averaging closer to 1.25 
^.

The Relative Valence Model was capable of correctly predicting the sign of Åe in l0 of

the 16 systems examined. While the U model made only 8 correct predictions. In this

system combining the U and R.V. models would result in 13 correct predictions clearly

supporting the logic of Le Clair (1964) in proposing the Homovalenr impurity

modifications to correct the deficiencies of the R.V.model. However this was not

generally the case when extended to systems not originally considered.

The R.V.M. success was 62.5yo.

The U model success was 50%o

The M.L.M success was 68.8%.

The R.C.M success was 56.3%o
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4.1.6 a-Iron(25 samples)

(see Table 8 for impurity diffi;sion data, appendix Table 29 for equilibration dara )

Both the M'L.M and the R.C.M. predicted 19 of the 25 
^Q 

corecrly. The Åe values in

brackets ,see Table 8, are those of Hirâno (tt:t*x* ) and where possible these were used

as the basis of comparison. It is clear that the wide variety of experimental values

creates a difüculty in assessing the predictions. However in only three cases is the Hirano(

*rrv'*¡e) data at odds with the Smithell's values. In other cases it is the only data or it is

corroborated by Smithell's. Only three of the incorrect predictions are common to both

models. Where 4 of the incorrect predictions are for potential hills some of which are

faster and some slower than would be predicted. Looking specifically at the solute Al

with experimental AQ of -4.8 Kj/mole, one could see that this is extremely small value.

The radius predicted for the Al ion at equilibrium is I .377 A and at the full deficit of one

electron would be 1.3 which is still larger than the alpha Iron atom at l.26 A if only

slightly. Intuitively one might guess that the actual activation energy would be close to

that of iron. The equilibrium charge transfer n for Al is - 4665less than one full electron.

If Al then would be oscillating between 0 and +l ionization states it would never exist as

an ion smallerthan iron. However it raises the issue of the impact of the oscillation rate,

could this rate effect the ÂQ negatively or positively?

The R.V.M. success was 44 o/o

The U model success was 60%o

The M.L.M success was 760/o.

The R.C.M success was 76Yo
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4.1.7 y-Iron(2O samples)

(see Table 9 for impurity diffirsion data, appendix Table 30 for equilibration data )

The R'V'M' correctly predicted only 8 of the 20 signs of the Âe for experimental solute

data ' The M.L-M. correctly predicted only 6 of the 20 signs. The R C.M. was only

slightly better at predicting l1 correct signs of ÅQ. The improvement due to the reversing

of prediction based on Energy differences alone. The two models shared 9 incorrect

predictions, where potential wells with expected +Âe were found experimentally to have

much lower activation energies ,-^Q. The value of Emax calculated for the solvent

may in fact be too high at -3.066 . If the actual Emax for the solute was more negative

by a factor of 2, it would still not correct the errors. Some of these fast diffi¡sers have

extremely low Emax values and no simple explanation presents itself at this time. No

model was capable of adequate performance when compared with the experiment al data

in this system. Combining the U and R.V.M. models would result in l0 correct

predictions, for 50%o success, This is a case where performance of either model is

enhanced by union.

The R.V.M. success was 40yo

The U model success was 40o/o

The M.L.M success was 30yo.

The R.C.M success was 55o/o
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4.1.8 Lead (16 samples)

(see Table l0for impuritydiffi;siondata, appendix Table3l for equilibrationdata)

The M.L.M. predicted 9 of the 16 
^Q 

signs correctly. The R.C.M. predicred the sign of

ÂQ corectly in 14 of the 16 cases. The Emax of lead is -9.633 , which is quite low,

implying that many of the solutes would become potential hills with - 
^e 

values.

Whenever the M.L.M. predicts a potential well the R.C.M. reverses all of those

predictions because the size of the solute is still too small , even at the full atomic

diameter, to show a retarded diffirsion rate. The lead atom is one of the largest with a

radius of r.75 A. It appears that even large atoms like gold can still diffi¡se quite freely.

The lead solvent system clearly demonstrates the ability of the R.C.M. to improve on

predictions based solely on energy differences. The union of R.V.M. and U models results

in a success rate of only 37.5%.

The R.V.M. success was 37.5o/o

The U model success was 31.25%

The M.LeC.M success was 56.25yo

The R.C.M success was 87.5%

4.1.9 Lithium (12 samples)

(see Table 1l for impurity diffi.lsion data, appendix Table 32 for equilibratio n data)

This is the first example of the total failure of the Relative Valence Model too get even a

single correct prediction of 
^Q. 

The U model in fact is the best with 9 correct

predictions but when combined with the R.V.M. the success is marginal 16.6%o. The
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predictions of the sign of solute activation energy are not good for any of the newer

models' The M.L M with 7 of 12 correct. The R.C.M. having also only 7 correçt

predictions. The R'C M. incorrectly predicted that 3 of the potential wells would have

-ÂQ since their atomic radii were less than that of Lithium ,1.52 
^ 

These 3 were Zn

I 3345 Cd 1.54,' and Hg also I.5A. The vacancy relaxation phenomenon may account

for some of this error. A possible solution is to refine the cutoff limit at some perce ntage

less than the solvent radius. In this case the lower limit would have to be the size of the Zn

atom which is l5o/o smaller than the full atomic radius of Lithium. The values of Âe in

the case of these three elements are also the three lowest +Ae of all adding some

support to the trend for small differences with solutes similar to solvent in size.

The R V.M. success was 0o/o

The U model success was 75yo

The M.L.M success was 58.33%

The R.C.M success was 58.33%

4.1.10 Magnesium (10 samples)

(see Table 12 for impurity diffi¡sion data, appendix Table 33 for equilibration data )

Identical results for both the M.L.M. and R.C.M. models , this clearly demonstrates the

fact that the R.C.M. is not an independent model but rather an extension of the M.L.M.

The U model with 6 correct predictions is significantly better at dealing with

heterovalent solvent/solute systems than the R.V.M. by itself , which had only one correct

prediction. Combining the two models of LeClaire improves the success to only 30 %. Nl
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errors identical and suggestive of an inability to set cutoff limits based on the solvent

atomic radii. Rather a compensation factor for relaxation should be included. If the

relaxation factor was set at l5o/o less than the solvent radius , that would have brought the

cutoffdown to I 36 A. correcting all three incorect predictions. By changing the cutoff

to 1.364 we find the M.L.M. prediction success unchanged but the R.C.M. improved.

Since there is no way to verify the validity of mixed sign experimental data, for the sake

of these evaluations both are given a correct score under the assumption that over the

entire test of 20 systems the distribution of undeserved correct predictions will not

favour one model over another. It would be just as meaningless to count both models

wrong. Since clearly one must always be correct if they are different answers.

The R.V.M. success was l\Yo.

The U model success was 60%o

The M.L M success was 70Yo

The R.C.M success was 70%

4.l.ll Molybdenum ( l3 samples)

(see Table t3 for impurity diffi¡sion data, appendix Table 34 for equilibratio n data)

The M.L.M. predicted the sign of the solute ÁQ correctly in 9 of the 13 cases for which

experimental data for solutes in Mo exists. The earlier U model based on ground energy

differences was able to predict only 7 cases correctly, while the R.V.M. was correct in

only 4 instances. TheR.c.M. was correct in l1 of the 13 cases.
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The Mo Emax is of concern since it appears to be positive valued and this does not

appear to be justified in theory. The calculations for Emax appear to be at fault principally

in the values attributed to the Ir , s-p transition energy and the free and mean interaction

energies. Regardless of whether the value of Er for Mo was calculated with the mass

volume approach or atomic volume, it was quite high Several other elements

demonstrated the peculiar results as can be seen graphically in FIG(2). Acknowledging

that the issue was the relative values of the energies, the analysis of Mo was run anway.

The result of the analysis is peculiar for another reason. This is the first time the

computer program was unable to find solutions to the polynomial solution within the

range allowed. Recall that it was again arbitrarily determined that only high energy

electrons could engage in equilibration of the solute Emax. The number of high energy

electrons corresponding to the Z value. In effect the computer program is implying that

many solutes, to raise their Emax to that of Mo would require more electrons to be

donated than the number of their Z electrons. Solutions to the polynomial are in fact

possible' by allowing greater numbers of electrons to be donated than the value of Z, but

the relevance of this procedure is in doubt. It appears that many solutes in Mo can in fact

not reach equilibrium. The analysis is not compromised by this situation since a potential

well is not actually allowed to dilate beyond the atomic radius , and the sign of Âe is a

function of the difference between the solute and solvent atomic radii. The incredibly low

-ÂQ of the Yttrium solute is remarkable when one considers the solute,s size, L gl A and

the fact that it is a deep potential well. Examination of Fig 15 shows a highly linear

arrangement of points with the exception of y 
.
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The R.V.M. success was 30.76yo

The U model success was 53.84o/o

TheM.L.M success was 69.23yo.

The R.C.M success was 84.61%

4.1.12 Nickel ( 23 samples)

(see Table 14 fot impurity diftision data, appendix Table 35 for equilibration data )

The R'V.M. and U models were capable of 15 correct predictions of the sign of the

solute activation energy difference. Combining the two models, that is restricting R V.M

to heterovalent systems and using the U model for homovalent , results in 17 correct

predictions.

The M L M predicted the correct sign of ÂQ in l8 cases out of the 23 samples for

which ÂQ were available. The R.C.M. was significantly poorer , with only 14 correct

predictions. Only 2 errors were common to both models. The R.C.M. was unable to

predict in 7 cases that large solute atoms could reduce radius sufficieirtly at equilibrium

to actually become -AQ, rather the R.C.M. predicted that these solutes would remain too

large and have +ÂQ. This situation was seen earlier in the Aluminum system and also

the y-Iron to a lesser degree . (.Note this system was re-evaluated using the solvent

lattice dimension as the upper limit for radius of large solutes and the results presented in

4.r.24)
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TheR.V.M. success was 65.23o/o

The U model success was 65.2yo

The M.L.M success was 78.260/o.

The R.C.M success was 60.86%

4.1.13 Niobium (18 samples)

(see Table 15 for impurity diffi;sion data, appendix Table 36 for equilibration data )

The R.V.M. was correct in predicting the sign of ÂQ in only 3 cases, while the U model

was much more successful with 13 correct predictions. Combining the two models would

only improve the R.V.M. by two for 27 7Yo success. Often the effect of combining the

two models is to downgrade or dilute the success of the u model.

Both the M.L.M and R.C. models are correct in predicting the sign of , 15 of the lg

experimental values for ÂQ. Two of the errors are common to both. The accuracy is

quite high probably due to the very low, -12.58 4 Emax value for the solvent and the

large atomic diameter . Most elements would be expected to have smaller atomic radii

initially and smaller yet as the consequence of charge donation. The role of the R.C.M.

does not contribute significantly to improved accuracy in this system but neither does the

R.c.M. evidence any loss of accuracy under these circumstances.

Fig' 17 shows a degree of linearity in the distribution of points, with the lines always

passing through the solvent self diftision 0 point.

The R.V.M. success was 16.66%o

The U model success was 72.2yo
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TheM.L.M success was 83.3yo

The R.C.M success was 93.3%

4.1,14 Praseodymium (ll samples)

(see Table 16 for impuritydiffi¡sion data, appendix Table 37 for equilibrationdata)

The R'V'M' and the U model were very poor in predicting the sign of solute 
^e 

, the

rates of success were 0 and 2 respectively while combining the two would have yielded

only a single correct prediction for the self diffi¡sion case.

This system like that of Molybdenum has a very high Emax value , and the analysis was

performed under the same assumptions, as previously discussed. The M.L M. was unable

to predict more than 2 of the 11 samples correctly however the R.C.M. correctly

predicted the sign of ÂQ in 10 of the 11 cases. It appears that whenever the solvent

system takes on extreme values of Emax or radius the R.C.M. provides better accvracy

than the M'L.M . The plot of ÂQ versus ÂRadius shown in Fig. 18 shows a peculiar

non-linear distribution of points .

The R.V.M. success was }yo .

The U model success was l9.2o/o

The M.L.M success was l B.Z%.

The R.C.M success was 90.90%
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4.1.15 Silver ( 20 samples)

(see Table 17 for impurity diffi¡sion data, appendix Table 3g for equilibration data )

The very high success rate for the Relative Valence Model , l7 correct of the 20 solutes

is at least a good argument for the development of the model in the first place .However

of the original three solvents for which LeClaire(1962) proposed the R.V.M. it is the only

one for which the data supports the effort. The U model however correctly predicted

only 4 cases. Combining the two leads to a slight improvement over the success of the

R.V.M., yielding l9 correct predictions.

The M'L'M. corectly predicted the sign of the experimental values of solute Ae in 13

cases of rhe 20 total. The R.C.M. coffectly predicted the sign of Âe in l g of the 20

cases' This is a remarkable improvement from the prediction rates for copper and gold .

No errors were common to both models.

One of the two errors for the R.C.M. in this system is that of the solute Sn , predicted to

be a potential hill, but also a very large atom. With a charge transfer at equilibrium of

-1.012 it did not seem likely that tin would go to an ionization state of +2 with the radius

of I 35 A .in order to become smaller than Ag. The Åe value for Sn is very low at

-100'3 kjlmole, in fact it is the lowest of all impurity diffi.rsion rates recorded in Ag. A

remarkable attainment for such alarge atom especially when compared with Beryllium.

(Sn is one of the low melt point metals with large atomic radius that consistently is

predicted to have a +AQ on the basis of size. This metal along with the Alkalis is however
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quite amenable to correct predictions if the method of re-evaluation previously discussed

is employed.)

The second R.C.M. error with Pt is due to the small difference in size between the two

species.

The R.V.M. success was 85olo

The U model success was 2Oo/o

The M.L.M success was 65yo.

The R.C.M success was 90%

4.1.16 Tin ( 13 samples)

(see Table 18 for impuritydiffi:siondata, appendix Table3g for equilibrationdata)

The R.V.M. was correct in predicting the sign of solute ÅQ in only 4 of 13 cases while

the U model was correct in 9 cases. Combining the two methods benefits the R.V.M.

only in detecting the null condition for the self solute.

The M'L.M. was corTect in 5 of the 13 cases. The R.C.M. was correct in predicting the

sign of the experimental values of solute 
^Q 

in 11 of the 13 cases. Sn is a relatively

large atom with a fairly typical Emax value of -4 .327 eYolts. In the case of the solute, In

the imposition of the lower cutofflimit would have predicted the sign correctly .
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It is worth noting that when the solute Sn was placed in the solvent Sn the iteration

routine will return very low values of n due in part to roundoff errors during the iteration

process' If one refers to the top line of each of the solvent system tables , this round off

error shows up occasionally . In general the value of charges as low as 0.005 seem

insignificant, as would differences in radii of .01 A. The arbitrary choice of manipulating

fn seems of little consequence since the important issue is to evaluate the potential merit

of these models and possible modifications to improve their application.

Fig.20 shows a very linear relationship between ÂQ and ÂRadius for solutes in the Tin

system.

The R.V.M. success was 38.46yo

The U model success was 69.23yo

The M.L.M success was 38.46%.

The R.C.M success was 84.6%

4.1.17 p-Thorium ( 12 samples)

(see Table 19 for impurity diffi¡sion data, appendix Table 40 for equilibration dara )

The Thorium solvent is unusual in that it has one of the largest Atomic radius investigated

similar to Pr and Pb' The Emax is typical at -%o.138 evolts. The M.Lec.M correctly

predicted the sign of the experimental values of ÂQ in only 7 of the 12 samples. The
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R'c'M' was correct in every case. The success of the R.c.M. again suggests that the

fact that a solute accepts charge does not in and of itself guarantee a +aQ value for the

solute' It seems absolutely essential to check the solute radii agains t fhat of the solvent

before making a prediction.

The R'V'M' and u models were capable of only 3 and I correct predictions of Âe

Combining the two models would improve the apparent success only by including a null

value for solvent self diffiision.

ßig'21for solutes in Thorium, shows a roughly linear distribution of points for Åe versus

ÂRadius.

The R.V.M. success was 27.27%

The U model success was .09o/o

TheM.L.M success was 63.6yo%o

The R.C.M success was lO0%

4.1.18 Tungsten (12 samples)

(see Table 20 for impurity diffi¡sion data, appendix Table 4l for equilibratio n data )

The R'V'M' was correct in predicting the sign of solute Âe in only Zcases, while the U

model was correct in 11 cases. The combination of the two models improves the R.V M.
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by five additional correct predictions. overall it appears the success of the combined

technique is less than the success rate employing the u model exclusively.

The M'L'M predicted the correct sign of impurity activation energy difference in l0 of the

12 cases for which experimental data was available. The R.C.M. made 3 errors, in the

case of osmium there is the recurring problem of negligible differences in radii . The

situation with Yttrium is similar to other very large atoms with high diffi¡sion rates, which

shows some correction when the solute radius is forced to accommodate to the solvents

lattice parameter. Two solute elements in Tungsten have mixed Âe values in the

literature . Ir with an initial atomic radius of 1.354 is very similar to W @ l.37çand it

was expected to become a donor of electrons due to having a higher Emax value than the

solvent ' The data itself may be at fault but more than likely this situation points to the

difficulty the R.C.M. has with discriminating solutes and solvents that have small

differences in charge and radius. Any error in calculating the Emax values could lead to

mistaken sign of charge transfer.

In general upon reviewing the results of the two energy difference models there is a

surprising degree of correspondence. In Table 23 the overall performance of the various

models is tabulated and a slightly better performance for the Emax method is seen.

The R.V.M. success was 16.67yo

The U model success was 9l.67yo
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The M.L.M success was 9I.67%

The R.C.M success was 7S%

4.1.19 y-Uranium (10 samples)

(see Table 2l for impurity diffi¡sion data, appendix Table 42 for equilibration data )

Uranium, though not particularly large at 1.38 A., does however, have a very high Emax

value of -1'759 eVolts. Note that since some of the ionization potentials for U were

unavailable ' the missing values were borrowed from Thorium , which otherwise were

very similar.

The R'V.M. was correct in only 1 of the ten systems , while the U model was correct 5

times. The union of the two moders produces only five correct predictions.

The M'L' M' correctly predicted only 4 of the 10 signs of the difference in activation

energy. The R'C.M. however , was correct in ÂQ sign in all but one instance , that of

Carbon as solute. The value of which , + 3.g kjlmole , is rather odd when one regards its

ÂQ in other systems, where it typically has a _Âe.

The scatterplot of ÂQ versus ÂRadius for solutes in Uranium ( Table 23) d,emonstrates

a high degree of linearity, with the exception of Carbon.

The R.V.M. success was l0%

The U model success was 50o/o

The M.L.M success was 4O%.

The R.C.M success was g0%.
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4.1.20 Zinc (11 samples)

(see Table 22 for impurity diffi.rsion data, appendix Table 43 for equilibration data )

The R'V'M. made 6 correct predictions of the sign of solute Ae. Combining this with the

u model improves the success to l0 correct predictions.

Clearly the M.L'M. and the U model were superior in predicting the sign of solute 
^e

values when compared with the R.C.M. with 7 and 8 correct predictions versus 5 for the

later model. rn 4 cases, very large atoms are diffirsing at much faster rates than expected

and have remarkably low activation energies. This system was examined subsequently

under the imposition of lattice parameters on large solutes and the results presented in

section 4.1.26 .

The R.V.M. success was 54.5 %

The U model success was 72.7yo

The M.L.M success was 63.63%.

The R.C.M success was 45.45%.

4.1.21 Recalculation of Aruminium solvent (Table 44 andF,igure 25)

( forcing solutes 5o/o larger than aluminium to adopt radius of l.4J A x 1.05 for the

purposes of Emax determination)

Improves the success of the R.C.M. from 67.Yo to 77.4yo. This turns out to be 3

additional coffect predictions. There is a trend seen in Fig25 for a shift of large solutes

to the left , or toward smaller dimensions. The process leaves smaller solutes unmodified.
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4.1.22 Recalculation of copper solvent (Table 45 and Figure 26)

Improves the success of the R.c.M. from 53.lYo to 65.6yo, or a gain of 4 additional

correct predictions.

4.1.23 Recalculation of Gold solvent (Table 46 and ßígure 27)

Improves the success of the R.C.M. from 56.3%o to 62.5 Yo, whichis in fact a gainof only

a single correct prediction.

4,1.24 Recalculation of Nickel solvent (Table 47 andFigure 2g)

Improves the success of the R.C.M. from 60.9Yo to 8oYo. This system benefited greatly

from the recalculation of solute Fermi and Emax energies based on solvent dimensions. In

Fig.28 evidence of linearity is quite distinct.

4.1.25 Recalculation of cr-Iron solvent (Table 4g and Figure 29)

Improves the success of the R.C.M. from 76.0Yo to 80 Yo which is actually only a gain of

one additional correct prediction. However the linearity of the scatterplot as seen inFig.29

is much improved.

4.1,26 Recalculation of Zinc sorvent (Tabre 49 and Figure 30)

The impact was marginal for recalculation of solute energies on the basis of solvent

atomic dimensions. There was in fact only a gainof I additional correct prediction.
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4.2 EVIDENCE OF INTERSTITIAL DIFFUSION

Wharburton and Turnbull (1975) give the diffi.¡sivities of a number of solutes in lead over

a range of temperatures and concluded that the fast diffi¡sion seen with Cu,pd, Au, Ni,

Zn, and Ag was due to interstitial diffi¡sion while slow diffi¡sers such as TI, Sn, Na, Hg,

and Cd were engaged in vacancy diffirsion. When the R.C M. analysis for lead (Table

Inset Below ) was reviewed it was found that the solutes listed by Wharburton and

Turnbull (1975) had the following atomic and ionic radii subsequent to equilibrarion of

Emax values. (Recall that of the listed solutes R.C.M. incorrectly predicted only the Åe

of Na.)

Slow Diffusers Fast diffusers

Atomic Equilihrium Charge
Atomic Equilihrium Charge

Radius Ionic Radius Transfèr Radius Ionic Radius Transfèr

Na 1.86 1.6269 _n +^e Cu t.2R .96 _n _^e

Hg 1.5 * 4n _^e Ag t.44 1.13 _rì __^e

(:d 1.5 * -¡n _^e Au 1.44 + +n __^e

Tl t.1T 1.6568 _n _^e Zn t.33 t.3l -n _^e

Sn 1.58 t.447A -n _^e pd 1.37 + +n __^e

N¡ 1.25 t.2z _n __^e

Pb 1-75A (Atomic radius equivalent to half the interatomic distance)

Slow diffi;sers with equilibrium sizes from 1.75 Ato 1.444 approx. 1.0 to .g3 of solvent

size then vacancy diffi¡sion likely mechanism.

If solute equilibrium radius of solute less than .82 x Solvent radius then interstitial

mechanism appears possible , at least in the case of lead solvent.
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Fast diffi;sers with equilibrium sizes from L.44 Ato .96 A

where + indicates full atomic radius. taken from Warburton and Turnbu[ (f 975)

It is not clear if activation energy is relevant in this case but it appears that the slow

diffi-rsers have the largest atomic radii and even at the equilibrium radius appearto be the

larger ions. It seems that the fast diffi¡sers tend to be less than I .44 
^radius 

in the atomic

state and none exceed that after equilibrium. The slow diffi-lsers are all larger than I .44 
^

as atoms and as ions still remain larger. Sn appears to have the potential as does Na of

dropping the next full electron and dramatically reducing size . The fact thatthey are slow

diffi¡sers implies that they do not . The size ranges are uncomfortably close and even

appear to overlap, but clearly the largest atoms are slow diffi¡sers with Ao values in the

range of l0-8-ro-10-e cm}lsec while the fast diffiisers range from
5 x 10-7-to-10-s 

"rrrutã. 
The fastest diffi.¡sers were Cu and Ni, the slowest Tl and

Sn' It appears based on these results that there is a potential to use the R.C.M. to

corroborate such data that was deemed "anomalous diffi¡sion" by Shewmon (19g9)

Reports of similar results of impurity diffi.rsion in tin were not investigated. The fact that

the R'C'M' shows promise in the clarification of frequency factors suggests strongly that

the model is in fact general in application.

4.3 RADIUS CONVERGENCE RATES

The fact rhat rhe radius formula t = ro(, .;)f
Goldschmidt ionic radii of the various elements

sceptical an analysis of the rate of convergence

tended to converge to the reported

was reassuring. Being somewhat

or the deviation from the ideal
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Goldschmidt radius at a particular ionization state was performed. The results suggest

that as charge transfer nears the full number of valence electrons a solution is no longer

possible i.e. n:-Z where the power term becomes (0); However by iterating toward
the singularity a check on convergence was possible. In general convergence with the

Goldschmidt ionic radius for most elements appears to occur at n: - z+.15 where Z is

between I and 6' However ' this was by no means universal. In several groups of
elements convergence occurred much sooner, in fact as early as -z+.3 . The premature

convergence was not proportional to valence. It appeared that certain groups of

elements simply have a different radius response rate to ionization than do other groups.

While the radius formula tends to be generally very accurate it can be significantly off

especially withZ:l solutes. Presentation of this data was beyond the scope of this project

, due to the large volume taken up by the iterativ e data. However the source code for the

iterative solution algorithm is included in the appendix (A5) and is relatively

straightforward to compile and run. It is not clear what if any noticeable affect premature

convergence has on the outcome of the R.C.M. other than it may tend occasionally

overestimate the amount of shrinking that a solute undergoes for a given charge loss. This

is only potentially a problem with potential hills, solute Emax higher than solvent,s, and

would only affect the predictions relating to impurities initially larger than the solvent

where the final equilibrium radius falls within some size range very close to that of the

solvent' A possible method of correction is to re-examine the solution to the differential

equations that generate the radius equation.

Recall that the assumption was made that

C),,,=-(ry),"
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where the Qm term was dropped since it was very small.

There is another problem with the radius formula that was only considered late in the

analysis of the data. Taking as an example the solute Aluminum; if it were expected to

donate some charge and donated the outer valence electron in the p shell that leaves two

s shell electrons . The diameter of the s shell is considered to remain the same, or nearly

so, whether their are one or two electrons contained therein. The radius formula is

continuous in that it converges to the 3* state but intermediate values are not necessarily

captured adequately. Assuming that Aluminum does donate one electron then the new

radius would be that of the underlying s shell. The radius formula would expect a radius

for charge donation of I electron larger than for 2 electrons when in fact the radii would

be identically that of the s shell. This could point to an entirely different approach to the

calculation of radii based on a quantum mechanical approach. Conversely for 2* atoms

that give up a charge of I electron a radius less than that of the of the s shell is determined

by the radius formula when in fact no change may actually occur until both are donated.

This could explain why the predictions for Hg and Cadmium are rather inaccurate.

4.4 OSCILLATION

The solute ion oscillates in position according to the vibration frequency which is

inversely proportional to its mass. The jump frequency is positively corelated with the

diffiision rate. Lighter atoms vibrate at higher frequencies and are therefore expected to

jump more frequently. The gain and loss of electrons tunnelling between solvent and
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solute most play some role in the vibrational frequency of the ions. The relationship

between diffi¡sion rates and vibration frequency has been discussed regularly as part of

the isotope effect theory. The work in lead has produced inconclusive results with fast

diffi¡sers, that on the basis of isotope effect would not appear to be able to do so.

Shewmon's remarks regardingthe fast diffi¡ser, gold suggested that the mass of the saddle

barrier in lead appears to be greater than expected. This due to alarger than expected

fraction of the activation energy be required to cross the activated complex. A possibility

exists that the unknown driving force behind fast diffi¡sion was the state oscillation in

addition to the position oscillation. For example if a Nickel atom donates a single

electron ' N +1, the atomic volume goes from 8.18 A3down to l.9g A3 This simply the

change from the atomic radius of 1.25 A to the ionic of .78 A . The loss in volume is

expected to occur simultaneously with the loss of the electron. In addition a disrupt

change in the frequency of vibration must also be expected. The kinetic effect of the loss

of the single electron coupled with the decreased volume might account for higher than

expected rates of diffi'lsion. In the previously mentioned study by Warburton and Turner

(1975), Nickel was identified as a fasr diffi;ser in lead.

4.5 SUMMARY OF MODEL ACCURACY

overall 20 solvent systems were evaluated and results tabulated (Table z3), totalling 324

solvent-solute systems. The Modified LeClaire Model (M.L.M.) predicted the correct

sign of solute ÅQ in 197 of 324 systems for which experiment al dataexisted, for a total

accuracy of 60.8Yo correct. The Radius compensating Model (R.c.M) , which is an



Summary of Model Results

# of Solute
Elements

R.V.M.
Correct

TABLE 23

M.L.C.
Cor¡êct

R.C.M modif¡ed to Squeeze Solute
to f¡t Solvent laftice parameters

lmprovement
or Losl total # samples

3 [--- 3l

4 [-------82-l
1l t6l
11 2sI

6 [-- 23-l

r t----îrl
16f--Ìl8ì

I L6% lmprovement rate for
samples tested
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extension of the previous model that bases its predictions on Energy differences as well

as differences in equilibrium radii , was coffect in determining the sign of solute Âe in

236 of the 324 cases. The R.c.M. had an overall success of 7z.g% correct. The

M'L'M' appears to have little better than arandom success at predicting the correct sign

of ÂQ for a solute when extended to a wide variety of systems. The use of the M.L.M.

is restricted to a few systems where the significance of relative size effects are cancelled

out, such as solvents with large radii and low Emax values. The R.C.M. success overall

seems to be unlikely due to a random process. In only I of the systems did the R.c.M.

prove less than 50Yo accurate. In 13 systems the accuracy was in excess of 70yo with 7

systems having near perfect scores ( 0 to l wrong). The R.c.M. appears capabre of
modelling the principals determining the sign of the solute activation energy and further

is capable of incorporating successfully concepts related to relaxation factors effecting the

activation volume of the solvent.

The impact of imposing limits based on solvent lattice parameters on the solute atomic

volume are also shown for 6 systems in TABLE 23. Theimpact of this procedure is to

improve the prediction success rate for the systems tested (Al, Au, a-FE, Cu, Ni, and Zn),

totalling 138 sample solvent-solute systems, by ll.6%. The benefit of the,'squeezing,,

procedure is selective for only solutes much larger than the solvent. It appears to simply

enhance the R'c'M' without compromising the previous successes for various systems. If
applied generally to all models the improvement could be expected to be in the order of
SYo, raising the potential success rate to about 77o/o.
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The poor success of the Relative Valence model ,which predicts that solutes with a

higher valence than the solvent exhibit -ÂQ is extraordinary. A large but variable

proportion of the errors incurred by the R.V.M. are due to its inability to cope with

homovalent solutes. So serious is this limitation that the R.v.M. can not even predict a

NLILL value for a solvent in itself Recall all other models the U, M.LeC.M . and the

R'C'M' are however capable of detecting such a situation. Both of these newer models are

open to modifications with respect to the Ef and radius values assumed for the solute.

The Relative valence Model has no potential for improvement as long as it neglects

radius effects. combining the originar point charge moder or R.v.M. for use in

heterovalent systems with the U method for homovalent systems does not in effect result

in any benefit overall. The U model by itself is better than the R.v.M. in predicting the

sign of ÂQ in heterovalent systems than is the R.v.M. . The concept of using the

difference in energies of solvent and solute is vastly more meaningful than the comparison

ofvalence.

The issue of success rate is actually of no meaning to the merit of energy methods when

they are viewed as part of an analysis system. The true value of the energy methods lies in

their ability to indicate the direction of transfer of charge . Further the energy methods are

sensitive to the changes in atomic volumes of solutes induced by solvent lattice

parameters.
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5.0 DISCUSSION

It appears that the R.C.M. is relatively robust and with a few exceptions can predict the

correct sign of the impurity activation energy difference in about 70 o/o ofthe cases. If
one accepts the possibility that some of the diffi¡sion data is less than perfect , the success

may be as much as l\Yo better. The R.C.M. clearly is a significant improvement over the

energy difference models, and the relative valence models. The use of atomic size

differences between solute and solvent is not new by any means. The literature includes

several examples of experim ental data rationalised by the difference in atomic radii. It is
just that the previous procedures for determining the activation energy of the solute have

sought solutions independent of radius. The R.c.M. appears to be capable of becoming

a general model for diffi¡sion in metals.

The Relative valence Model of Le claire (1962) seems totally inadequare when

compared with either the Modified Le Claire model based on Emax values or the Radius

Compensating model based on energy equilibration and charge transfer. The overall

success rate was seldom better than 50%o correct and averaged overall only 3g gyocorrect

in predicting the sign of solute activation energy differences, 
^e. 

Furthermore the point

charge concept as proposed by corless and March(l961) and Le claire(l g62) appears to

have no justification, principally due to its failure to include radius effects. These results

put into serious question the entire structure of Le clair e's lg62work on the calculations

for predicting quantitatively values for sorute activation energy.
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Considering the work of Hahn and Averback (1986, 19g7, lg8g) with rhe solvents a-Ti,

a-Zr and the alloy a-Ni-Zr , there are three additional examples of radius and dififusion

correlated solvent systems.

Recall that in the past all modelling attempts have sought a solution based on a single

equation relating only one atomic variable , either valence or energy difference. The

R'c'M' is an algorithmic approach based on initial energy differences with subsequent

conditional rules to finally determine the actual sign of the impurity activation energy

difference' This approach is somewhat more complicated than asingle solution and may

well be more realistic' The R.C.M. is capable of incorporating within the algorithm any

number of new conditionals based on specific physical phenomena. For example the

initial model,as presented, made no effort to deal with the relaxation factors affecting the

activation volume' However it is a simple matter to modify the cutofflimit to approximate

such a condition' If in fact oscillation between ionization states imparts kinetic energy to a

solute ' then a modification of the upper cutofflimit can easily be employed. The setting

of such an upper limit could be a function of the charge transfer, i.e. upper limits for a

solvent system may be individually set for each solute based on differences in thermal

coefficients and Young's moduli. No investigation of the scale of n was undertaken in this

study but it appears that the size of the charge transfer may be significant. If the

transfer is only a very small amount required to reach equilibrium oscillation may not

be that frequent. If on the other hand the charge transfer is close to a full electron the

ionization state might well be quite stable , that is the ion would rather remain constantly
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in that state than dropping back to the atomic state. Intermediate charge transfers would
be relatively unstable in either state and as such oscilation might be expected to be

more frequent.

The value of a statistical average equilibrium charge transfer becomes more suspect as

one examines Qm and Qf since neither can be solved on the basis of fractional charges.

The meaning of electron pair interaction energy is lost when one considers fractions.

Promotion energies again are meaningless for fractional charges. It may seem

inappropriate to confess to such misgivings at such a late state of this project.

unfortunately it only became apparent as a consequence of the success of the

simplistic model' It appears then that quantitative predictions of Âe and D are not

amenable to simple solutions' Rather these values appear to be averages of chaotic like

phenomena.

The work of Petry,et al(I991) proposed a "pumping mechanism,,, the result of dynamic

interactions between solvent and solute attributed to thermal oscillations, which was

capable of dramatic and periodic, rowering of the activation energy required by a

migrating atom greatly enhancing diffi¡sion in B.c.c. metals. The existence of, such a

mechanism in other crystal structures was not considered . Limoge (lgg2)suggested

that many of the unresolved issues regarding diffi;sion might lend themselves to
illumination if research were refocused toward specific systems. concentration being

directed to producing good measurements in a given family of ailoys. By good, Limoge
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was clearly implying reproducible and systematic measurements and conversely that much

data was not trustworthy. using such an approach would crear up a number of issues.

The wide range in reported solute diftision parameters makes the testing of any

theoretical model more difficult.

The radius formula adapted from varley (1954) is not as precisely correlated with the

known Goldshcmidt Ionic radii as might be desired. Further improvements to the

accuracy might be obtained by including the electron free and mean interactions into this

model' It is possible that quantum dynamics model might be more appropriate when

charge transfer means that one erectron remains in the s sheil.

The methods used to determine the Eo values for the various elements were a

compromise' Not all the elements have had their ionization potentials determined and it

was necessary to approximate these where missing based on the values of neighbouring

elements' The s-p transition energies were approximated based on values used by

varley(I954) and much improvement could be evidenced with regard to this issue. The

screening factor qo is also a terïn with which great liberty was taken. At the time these

terms seemed so small that it was not considered significant with respect to the overall

relative values calculated for Emax .
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altered appreciably. However there may be smail alterations

solvents and yield improvements to the precision of the moder.
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Emax values will not be

that could effect specific

several important consequences of this technique include the ability to determine the

possible ionization states for a solute, and the possible mechanism for diffi;sion i e either

interstitial or substitutional . of particular importance is the fact that apparently

anomalous diffi-¡sion data has a rational and consistent explanation. There are issues that

impinge on this model that at first glance appear to be peripheral but may ultimately

provide the basis for a clearer picture of diffi¡sion processes. For instance the work of

varley(1954) was not concerned with diffi;sion in the least but ratherwith alloy heats of
formation' Further that work concerned itself with the issue of strain energy due to

mismatch in the sizes of the solvent and solute. It was suggested that the strain energy

was one source of the energy required for equilibration. Charge transfer being proposed

as a method by which strain energy could be reduced. This then suggests that charge

transfer calculations would have to be altered to take into account the strain energy

contributions.

Differential rates of oscillation due to differences in thermal expansion coefücients raises

another issue on the dynamics of difflsion with regards to its effects on strain energy.

The role of strain energy in vacancy diffiision rates may ultimately be a productive area

of investigation' The most salient feature of this model is the ease with which it can be
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adapted to integrate with a number of diffi.rsion and metallurgical issues. Rather than

being a model requiring a new set of tools and procedures , it is in simplest terms , a

procedure to integrate a large body of existing principles and procedures. If in fact the

model or some later refined version has a potential for exploring in greater detail issues

such as solute ion kinetics and solvent relaxation processes, the impact on materials

engineering may be quite significant.

If this model is valid, as we suspect , it begs an obvious question , is it applicable then to

multiple solute systems. First impressions suggest that in multiple solutes the pertinent

issue is the availability of charge. If a solute with a very low Emax value is attracting a

large electron cloud about itself, it seems then that a second ion in the vicinity would be in

competition with the well . If that second solute was a donor a different local equilibrium

might be the consequence. If donors tend to oscillate between ionization states it is

possible that a well might tend to dampen the rate of oscillation , with subsequent

alterations to diffi.rsion rates. If the assumption of a selÊconsistant field is valid a third

solute equilibrium Emax may well be that of some average of the solvent and the primary

solute' obviously these thoughts are highly speculative and based on the premise that the

R'C'M' is in fact valid and extendible. Perhaps in view of past models being so readily

accepted on such marginal evidence and by comparison with the huge database used

for the R.C.M. , these are overly cautious sentiments.
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The R'C'M' is not necessarily a model of what governs the mechanics of diffi-¡sion.

Rather it simulates a process that approximates closely the empiric al data. whereas

earlier models sought to define the model as being the basis for the actualprocess.

It is after much thought about reconciling the data observed in this thesis with the

R.C.M. that some possible mechanisms present themselves.

If one accepts the concept of an Emax value for any atomic species, then we can in a

sense plot Emax (y-axis) vs Atomic radius(x-axis) for all elements. picking an arbitrary

solvent from within the scatter plot as the new 0, O-point,we see that larger atoms lie to

the right along the x-axis and elements with higher Emax (y-axis) above the zero point

for the solvent and lower Emax elements to the bottom. Strain energy would increase with

increasing distance to the right, fallin g to zero to the Ieft . Let,s assume a solute is

arbitrarily chosen from the right side of the solvent x intercept. Adding strain energy to

these elements would increase their Energy levels.

Now this is not as unwarranted as it may sound , since Ef values were calculated on the

basis of atomic radius. Lets now assume Cesium with atomic radius of 2.65 Ang. is trying

to fit within the crystal structure of Aluminium with an inter atomic spacing of
1'4Angstroms.This is only one eighth or so of the former atomic volume. If Cesium were

to be somehow compressed to this size then the Ef would increase dramatically from that

of the atomic state' Recall that atomic radius squared was used in the denominator of

Equation 23 to determine Ef. This increase might be expected to push electrons to such
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high energy levels that they could easily find lower energy bands around neighbouring

Aluminium ions. In this manner a potential well was transformed into a potential hill

contradicting what one would expect from bulk data alone. And conversely Cobalt with

atomic radius based on crystal lattice parameters of 1.25 Angstroms might rattle around

on a crystal lattice site even dilating to accommodate the space available thereby dropping

its energy level and becoming a potential well .The free Co atom is reported to have a

radius of 1'67 Ang If Cobalt then were to expand it could easily fill the available site.

For the purposes of this thesis the dilation of solutes beyond the atomic radius was

ignored since no appropriate means was available to determine accurately values. In this

manner a loose solute with an initially higher Emax could drop its energy and equilibrate

without the need for charge transfer. In fact if it dilates enough it could actually become a

potential well drawing in electrons from the solvent. If high energy electrons from the

conduction band of a solute can fÏnd lower unoccupied energy bands within the solvent ,

charge transfer seems probable in order to reduce the overall energy of the crystal.

However if the solute electron is of lower energy than the available sites in the solvent

therlthe likelihood of transferis decreased. It is curious to notethat the early work of Le

Claire(1962) which focused on the noble metals may have been influenced by this

situation. All the solutes were a-djacent to the solvent and would have had similar energy

bands even overlapping enhancing the prospect ofcharge transfer.

It was clearly beyond the scope of the resources available to continue the project in any

more detail. If time had permitted it would have been desirable to evaluate the potential

of calculating the solute Ef using solvent crystal dimensions.
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A minor example of this concept was applied to solutes in the Aluminium, Gold, Copper

alpha lron' Nickel and zinc solvent systems. The fermi energies for any solute larger

than the solvent atomic radius plus 5% were recalculated under the assumption that they

would be forced to adopt radii based on the solvent interatomic distances. For example

Cesium could not exist at 2.65 A in the Aluminum lattice of 1.43 A . So rather than

calculate the solutes fermi energy on the basis of its bulk atomic radius , the solvent

dimension was used. The consequence was the elevation of the Ef and thus Cesium

becomes a potential hill. In order to equilibrate Emax it donates charge and shrinks to 1.25

A' The net result is a prediction of -ÁQ as a solute in Aluminum which is in fact the

value obtained experimentally. The effect of this technique was to improve R.C.M results

by approximately 5%. An extension of this principle to other systems could account for

significant improvements in the R.C.M primarily with average sized crystal structures.

Solute radius and the solute activation energy are highly likely to be correlated but not

necessarily directly. overall the linearity of scatterplots of Âe versus ÁRadius was

disappointing. The remaining issues are what manner of mechanisms are at work effecting

radius adaptations. It seems clear that the relative size of the solvent as with the high

atomic number elements swamps all other effects and only radius is visible. At the other

end with small atomic radius elements radius dominates again. The difficulties seem to

arise for solvents between 1.2 and 1.5 Angstroms. Within these solvents strain energy

and unoccupied energy bands take on greater significance.
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Finally , the issue of making quantitative estimates of the Âe for impurity diffi:sion begs

to be asked' It is our considered opinion that due to the lack of definite linearity the

actual value of AQ is not directly related to radius. Unfortunately it may be that the

diffi'lsion rate and the activation energy are functions of mass and kinetics as well as the

ionic volume of the solute species. The process of diffi¡sion may be a function of electron

density in as far as it appears to affect the ability of the solute to donate electrons.

Diffi;sion rates might be expected to increase when the density of donors is lower it is

easier for the solute to ionize and take on a smaller effective atomic volume .

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

a) The Relative Valence Model is incapable of determining the correct sign of solute

DQ in more than half the 324 samples tested.

b) The U or Ground State Energy difference model had only slightly better overall

performance.

c) Energy difference models based on the sum of Ground State and Fermi energies

are only slightly better than random chance in predicting the sign of solute De.

d) None of the above models can be used to predict the quantitative value of solute

DQ if they cannor predict the qualitative value.

e) The Radius Compensating Model can corectly predict the sign of solute De in

more than 70Yo of the samples tested. rt canin fact approach near perfect scores in

many systems' This model is based on the assumption that subsequent to transfer

of equilibrating charge the solute takes on a new ionic radius andthatthe relative
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difference between the equilibrated solute ion radius and that of the solvent

determines whether or not a sorute has a rower,-De ,or higher,+De ,varue for

activation energy than that of the solvent.

Ð The R'C'M' can be used to determine the solute ionization state and its atomic

volume' The technique permits the discrimination between vacancy and interstitial

solute diffi¡sion for various solutes in different solvents.

g) The diffi¡sion parameters of a solute are determined by the solvent lattice

parameters and energy states and the ability of the solute to equilibrate to these

conditions- The R.c.M. provides a method of predicting solute De even in

transition metals where radii and energy levels are very similar.

h) Anomalous fast diffi¡sion by alkali metals has been shown to be easily explained

by the imposition of solvent lattice parameters on the solute which tends to

increase their tendency to become charge donators as solutes with consequent

small ionic radii.

i) The R'C.M. appears to have settled conclusively the issue of what determines the

activation energy of a solute. The R.C.M. is proposed as a method to determine

diffiision parameters in ternary systems.
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APPENDIX A1

Table 2 -Atomic table of elements and intrinsic properties sorted by valence

Figure 2 -Atomic Tabre of Erements ; sorted by varence and Emax
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APPENDD( A2

Tables 3-22 Tables of Impurity diffusion Parameters for 20 Solvent Systems
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u 92 t-ôoE.{t1 117,21 -24.79 lr¡æwæ,t98O

qo 47 ¡tSO€2 2.78E41 141,70 8.(xlE{2 I t6.80 -25.2 lrroéwec,1980 lAq loJ{t 107.æ 1lo 47 360440 z78E{1 141-7ø 3.2E{2 108.8¡l 33.16 Frlct(e,1972 {g 10,19 to7.8a 1lq 17 615483 2.7AÊ41 147.7C. 1-3E{l 117.2A -ra,a Smithells,l96T 1q to.¿f¡ 107.88 1u 47 644.9?f 2.1A841 141-71. 1.2E.41 116.50 -25.5 5mithells,l9€7 lE I 0,1{t 107.88 1
lu 79 5.60E{t2 17230 2.mE+æ l3:¡.95 €.05 :ricke,l972 lu 19.32 t97 1lu 79 290€50 5.60E.02 17¿æ 2.20E+00 l3¡l-OO { !lroewæ.1g€i() tu 19.32 197 1lu 79 u2-sÃ 5.608{r2 'lT2-30 r.3tE{¡l ll6.¿t0 -25-6 tm¡thells,l9€7 lu 19.52 r97 Ilu 79 6S6-882 5.60E{t2 172-Ð 7.70E{J2 ,t13.Cþ -æ ìmfthells,l967 qu l9-32 197 1

's
55 453573 l.o4E{2 98.20 42.A ;mlthe¡ls.l96-t :s 1.9 132-91 I:s 55 2.70E48 3ri!.07 -108,9 lrrffi-198O .t.9 132.91 1

:U 29 350€3{¡ 7.808.01 2l r-00 1.50E-01 1æ-4Ã -15_6 ifræwec.1980 :U 8-36 6:].94:u æ 375419 7.80Etl 211.æ l.3lìE+oo t34.20 3.8 :rlcke,1972 lu 8.9€ 63.5/t 1lu z, 3(X)ãXt 7-80E{t 211.@ 3.3OE+00 74ß-A1 ,1.51 ¡ræwec.1980 ,-u 8.96 63.5¿ 1lu 29 694-928 7.8r'E{t1 271-ofJ 6.54E Ol 'r36.q, -6 imlthells,1967 :u 8.9€ 63.54
H 1 2.108{'l 46-ô¿ €5.96 :r¡cke-l 972 9E45 1.01 ,|

L¡ 3 l.¿10E41 53-80 4.60E+0{ 138.1¡f ^i.86
:¡lcke,l9?2

_t 0.5s4 6.9¡t
Li 803€23 l.¿toË.{tt 63.80 3.50E Ol 126.00 -16 ìmllhells.l967 0.æ4 6.94 1
Na 11 719€63 1.¡lsE{tj 12.m 5.70E{t¡l 97-lO 44.9 imlthells,l96T ¡a 0.971 22-99 1
)¡a 11 1¿5E-{¡1 42.m a-t0E {¡7 7.1'l -134.9 :r¡cke,l972 {a o-97t 2,.99 1\¡a h¡qh'1 11 1./tgE{l 12.20 l.l0E+0O 133.95 -8.05 :rlcke,l972 0.971 Þ.-99 1

3e 4 5.70E45 t6l.o0 5.2E+01 167.41 25.441F¡ícRe,197í2 lBe 1.85 9.01 2:d 1A 714-907 l.4E{'t 80.@ l-OlE+0O 1?A.g -17.7 !mlthells,l9€7 :C¡ 8-65 112_41ld 4A 36o+to 1.4E{¡l 80-0{ 3.2oE{¡l &75 -79.21 :rlcke,l972 :d 8.65 1'12-11:d ß ¡t{Xl€3O 1.4E{I qr.o0 7-S¿LEûA 9{r.9{t €1.1 lrræwæ,1980 td 4.65 112.41 ,
)Ò 27 1.66Ê+ül 2ALæ 4.æÊ+t2 175-8t g¡.fl l¡ræwæ,198O 30 8.85 58.9¿:o 27 72A-930 1.66E+q¡ 247.60 5.1E+û2 174.70 33.7 im¡theils,1967 :o 8.85 58.94:o 27 673-913 1.66E+0O ß7.æ 2-SE+tz l7¡t-6O 32.6 ;mithells.l96T .^o 8.85 54.9¡l 2:o 27 400€40 1.65E+OO æ7,6{' 2.6Ê+t¿ 173.30 31.3 ilræwæ,198O lo 8.85 68.91 2:e ß 793€30 z7a 250.60 5.30E+Ol t 8íl-40 41A ìmlthe¡1s,1967 'e 7.47 55.85-e 26 360€0 2.76 250.60 4.10E{9 58.21) {t-8 ;rlcke,l972 :e 7.87 55.85 2-e 2Ê 23412 2.76 250.8{' 1.208{lr 134.80 -7.2 Uroewec,l980 :e 7.gt 55.85 2:e 26 2.76 250.60 1,10E+05 259.53 1.t7.53 :r¡cke,l972 -e 7.47 56.86

tsê æ 823€t3 2.76 250.60 '1.35E+02 t92.60 m.6 imlthells,lS€7 'e 7.gt 55.85 2
Ho 80 718€æ 1.53E+01 141-80 4.2 ìmithells,l9€7 lq 13.55 2oo-61 2
lilq 12 667-928 1.00E+@ l3:!.9) 1.UE+oo 130.¿30 -1l-6 imnnells,l967 ¡o 1.71 ?4.32 2llq 12 394455 l.0OE+O0 191.90 1.24E+(þ l30Ai -11.58 =tlcke,1ll2 Ilq 1-71 z3.2 2

12 3{X}-500 1.(x¡E+0{, 133.fr( 6.30E{2 11320 -28.8 ¡hæwec,l98{¡ lrlo 1.71 .32 2
lilo 12 598€æ 1.00E+00 l3í!.9( Ê.z3E42 r15.0! -n Sm¡tñells,l967 lild 1.74 ?Ã.32 2{t I 712€.24 1.398+0O zî5.fo 4./OE+@ l/t5.8Ð 5mlthells,1967

'¡l 8.9 88-71
'¡t 28 1.3!lE+O{l 275.70 t-'toE{ls æ.72 €8.æ ì¡rære,1980 \¡l 8-9 58.71 2
{¡ 2â 360€0 t -3!¡E+0õ 2f6.70 2.90E{8 66-7ô -78.3 rrræwæ.1980

'li 8.9 aa_71rb a2 ffTatÊ 1,37E+OO lfft 5.@E+Ol 1,t6.Ê0 3.8 rmnheils,l967 Pb 11.36 N7.21 2
Pd 4E 400€30 zloÊÃ1 265.3{¡ 1.92E47 a4-Ê0 -67.4 :rlcke.l972 12.ù2 106"4 2¡d ¡16 2.1oE{l 265.30 t_goE{t7 æ.12 €8.2A :ricke,1972 ¡d 12,02 106.¡f 2
¿n 30 68A€28 1.60E{f 9g.g¡ 325E{t 1 17.90 -u.1 ;mithells,l867 Zn 7-13 65,3a 2
Zî 1.60E{rr 93.9{' 2,45Ê47 119.60 -n.1 imtthells,l96T ln 7.13 65.38
Zn 301 3{X}500 1.60E{l 93.90 ,1.00E{3 r00,1€ -41.õ4 ¡rffi,'1980 an f -13 65.38
Un 3{¡ | 34G6,tO 1-60E.{¡t 93.9t z@E{l t2tt.60 -21.4 ,ro€wæ,1980 aî 7.13 65.38 2
an 30 700-gt¡o 1,60E{l 93.90 3.00E{¡l 121.10 -20.Ê ttræwæ,1980 ,.î 7-lg 65.38
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SOLUTES IN ALUMINUM

iolvent :¡ement \t.Num. remp.range Self Do þlf oo mp Do mÞ Qo tettaQ iReference )ensity lAtwt. Valence
U 13 ( l.7l E+fÌo 142 :ahæn&Sherbv.lgI¡2 {

Joulôa 2.699 26.98

Solute Elements
{ 13 130-2(Xt l.7r E+00 14?'gJ 1.98{l 1.@ -18lMræwec,1980 lA¡ 2.699 26,98il l3 1.71 E+OO 112.@ 2.@Eî2 tdt.46 11.9 =ñcke,1972 \t 2.63ft 26-94
At*26 't3 400s10 1.71Éi@ 142-æ 144.ÀO 2-t !lro€wæ,'l 980 Ù?Ê 2'699 26.98
Ce 58 t.9E Oe l't3-02 -28.98 :ricke,1972 le 6.î7 'l¿tO.l3 33€D 58 1.2842 fxt.fi¡ ìmithells,l967 leD 6,7f 110.13:ec 68 s.sE{ll 'r53.10 :ricke,1972 ;eG a.T7 1¿1o.13 3ir ?Á 859-923 2.00E{¡l 308.60 1.858+03 253.00 11'l imithells.l96T :r 7.'19 62-O1 3il 360430 2-üÌE{l 308.60 l.toE {}6 83.30 {4.7 1dcke,1972 :r 7-19 5201
:f 5(x)€¿t5 2.00E-¡Í 308.60 L(xrE+05 254.4 113.3¿l :¡lcke.197¡2 :¡ 7.t9 52.O1 3i¿ 31 35{}€¡¡{} 3.10E 02 'l(x).46 -¡f1.54 ;r¡cke,l972 3a 5.9{¡7 69.72 3
3a 31 68è926 4.90E{r 1Zi.1A -18.9 !mithells-19€7 5.SÐ7 69-72
n ¿f9 715€æ 3.20E+@ 78.20 l-l6soo 1?2-70 -19.3 tmfthells,l9€7 n 7.m 111.t2 3
n 49 673€73 3.20E+00 79.20 1.?3E41 l't5.60 -2ÊÁ imithells,l967 n 7.æÊ 111.t2
n ¿19 400€0 3.20E+(xt 74.2A 1.42E48 92.91 {¡¡_l imÍthel¡s,1967 n 7.æ6 114.ú2 3
n /tf) 3.20E+00 78-20 1.20E{¡t 117.21 -24-75 úlrosæ,198O n 7.BE 111.t2

La 57 't.¡l{,E{6 113.O2 -28.98 Fdcke.1972 å 6.t46 t34.9âB 57 1.5E{¡0 188.70 =r¡cke,l972 aB 6.146 í34.erG 57 1-lE{l 125.1( ¡mlthetls.t967 rc 6.1¡15 l3a-9 3{d 60 4.80E 07 I 0.t.65 €7-35 =rlcke,'1972 vd 7.008 11!'.24
sb 5t 721{9:¡ 1.05E+00 165.30 9.00E{2 1n.70 -2¡.3 lmfthells,l96T sb 6.6!t7 121.75 3
sb 5l ¡14{l+20 1.05E+0(l 165.30 9.oftE{2 121ßO -m.2 ttrffi,1980 ìb 6.æ7 121.75
;m 62 3.50E {t7 96.28 15.71¿ l/fræwæ,198{, ;m 7.52 150,1ft 8l 737€62 Ll6Ë+00 152.70 10.7 ;mithells,1967 lt 11.At 204-37 3

23 2.88E41 309.¡lô 6.10E{8 43.72 {8.2A :rlcke,1972 6.1 50.95

3e 67¿l€26 1.30E+01 æ7.& 4.81E-Ot 121.30 -20.7 lsf,lthel¡s,ig€7 lCe 72,59 4
3e 32 35044{t 1.30E+01 æ7.40 3.208{3 æ.72 €8.24 :r¡c¡(e,1972 3e 5.32 72.59 I
!ln 25 rt60.660 1.048+02 20.90 -121.1 vlræw€,198{t rrn 7-L? srt.94 4
14n 25 450650 2.20Ê41 120.60 -21.4 l¡ræwæ.1980 !ln 7.43 5¡194 4
tín 25 5ü)450 l -28E+&l 229.O0 gt lrroewæ,1980 liln 7Á3 54.9¡t I
l/ln 26 sfi¡.êtg 3.8{tE+02 21.È6 79.86 l/lroêwæ,1 9€0 l¡n 7.13 5¡1.9¿ 4
9ln 26 73(L93Í¡ 1.0¡lE+02 211.Æ 69.¡l imtthells,l96T Uln 7.li 54.9,+ 4
úlo 42 898€28 5-00E{!r ¡l¡ts.70 l.,loE+Ot 250-00 l(F Smlthells,t96T ilo 10.22 95.95 4
Mo 42 ¡l00€{l 5.00E{l 405-70 'l 0¡tE43 at.8( 8f -2 :-r¡cl(e,1972 l,ño 10.2. 96.9! 4
Ho 42 1.00E{g 61.11 €7.59 :ricke-1972 Ito 10-2. 95.95 I
vb 41 l.l0E+fi¡ ¡l{ll.9{, l,7oE47 æ-72 {8.æ =ricke,l972 \¡b 8.57 929l 4tf 59 8.70Ê.O2 123.00 3-60E{}7 1üt.46 41.5¡l :ricke,l972 tf â.71s l/t0.S 4
ri 1t 34,14]'t 2oOE+01 14.@ 3.46E{l 123.90 -18.1 :r¡cke.l972 ;i 2,53 æ.o9 I;t 11 cto{50 2.00E4{ll 4?4.æ l-8tlE{r 150.69 8.69 :rlcke,l972 ;t 2.?3 ?8.09 4
st 14 753{t3 2,48E+OO 137_00 6 ìmlthells,lg€7 ìi 28-09 4
Sn 50 673€73 9.208+00 106.10 2.¡t5E{tl l'19.30 -27 ;mtthells,l9g/ ;n 7.3 118.7 4
Sn 50 /tq)€O 9.211Ë+00 1fF.10 3-O5E{7 84.60 .574 trlcke,l972 ìn 7.3 1 18.7 I
Sn 50 9.20Ê+OO 106.r0 2.50ÉOl 121.39 -20.61 1lcke,l972 ;n 7.3 118,7 4

4¡Xl4ít0 2.æE{t 3fft.4¡) 6.1)5E{€ t2.10 €9.9 :ricke,1972 5-t 50.9s 1
ar ¡lO 3¿3E+ù2 21A-1A 76.1 !lræwec.19&) Z¡ 6¡{t 91.2. 4
al 4A 7.æÊ+O2 241.60 99.6 lrroewæ,1980 at 6.49 91.2. I4 40 5-48E+06 28S.30 147.3 Itroewæ,1980 7J 6./19 91.2. 4
aj ¡10 æ¡l€13 7.2BE+O2 2.@ t0o ìmlthells,1967 ll 6.¡1!t s1.ø. ¡t
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lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE 5

9t

SOLUTES IN BERYLLIUM

SOLUTES !N COBALT

;olvent ilemenl qt.Num. lemo-rano ief f Do Self Qo mD Do mp Qo lelta Q leference )ensitv Àt.wt. Val
lervl¡um 3e 4 5.70E{¡6 't61 ìm¡thells 3ervli 't.85 9.01 2

In.sqJw :msqJs douls
,mole /mo¡e lmole

Solute Elements
\q 47 923-1183 181.7 6.20E+00 193 32 Sm¡thells Aq 1
Aq 47 929-1170 181.7 4.30E{r 164.5 3.5 ìmÍthells Aq I
Ao 47 929-11fO 141.7 1.76E+{¡0 180.9 19.9 imithells Ag 1

3o 27 1253-1¡193 247.6 2.708+01 247.2 126.2 ;m¡thells lo ?¡e 26 973-13¿19 250.6 5.30E{ll 216.9 55.9 ìm¡thells -e 2
-e 26 1073-1373 250.6 1.00E+00 221.9 60.9 imithells -e 2
\ti 28 1073-1523 275.7 2.(x)E{)l 243 82 Smithells \t¡ 2

\r l3 l06s-1356 142 1.008+00 168.3 7.3 Smithells qt 3
,.e 58 1223-1513 153-l 3.10E+02 303.5 142.5 ìmithells 5e 3

?3 1173-142i 309.4 2.90E+01 243 82 ¡mithells 3

6 682 3.20E{5 158.6 -2.4 smithells 4
\¡b 41 1318-.t513 ¿l{11.9 2.00E+04 359.6

193.3
198.6

32.3
Smithells {b 4

fe 52 693-1273 181.9 4-20E41 Smithells Ie 6.237 127.6 4
Te 52 733-1273 181.9 3.80E4r 198.6 ¿ts.5 Smithells fe 6.237 127.6 4

ìolvent Solute {t.Num. femo.rano ;elf Do ielf Qo mp Do mÞ Qo lelta Q Smithells \t.wt. )ens¡ty
Val

lobalt A 1.668+00 247-6 loA 8.85 58.94 2
rm.s.l* çroul6 :m.5qJsæ dou16 doulæ

/mole ,molê /mole

:e Tc-1573 25{t.6 1.60E-Ol 248.7 38.9 ìmithells -e 2-e 1081-Tc 250.6 3.4{¡E{¡1 259.6 -24 ;mithells -e 2
-e 1223-1643 250.6 t.toE.{r 253.3 -34-3 Smithells -e 2
Vln 1 133-1378 3.15E{2 232.4 ô5.2 Smithells |/ln 2
\iln 1424-1519 1.10E42 z'lf .7 s9.9 Sm¡thell6 vln ?
i¡i 'l¿!09-16¿tfl 275.7 4.00E{)1 252.2 -5.4 Sm¡thells

'¡¡
2

\¡¡ 1045-'t321 275.7 3.¿f0E{1 269.2 -18.4 Smithells ¡¡i 2
N¡ 1¿165-1570 275.7 1.00E{1 252 35.6 ;m¡thells \¡¡ 2
Pt 1354-1¿l8l 276.4 6.50E{¡1 219.3 €.3 ìmithells >t 2
Zn l08l-Tc 93.9 1.20841 266.7 .20.9 im¡thells Zn 2
Zn Tc-15/3 93-9 8.00E{2 254-5 -33.1 Smithells an 2

1073-1673 682 3.108{1 153.7 -133.9 Smitftells 4
7?3-1073 682 8.728{2 1¡lst.3 -138.3 imithells c 4

s '1423-'1523 215.1 1.30E+00 22ê.1 €1.5 ¡mithells s 4
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lmpurÍty Diffusion Parameters TABLE 6 SOLUTES IN COPPER

¡olvent Solute It.Num. þlf Do Self C¡o mp tlo mp Qo lDelta Q lReference ÀLWL lD€ns¡tv lvat
)opoer 7.8{tE{1 211 ;ahoon ;u 8.36 63-5¿

iloùla¡

lq 473-1273 l8'l -7 6.10E{1 191.7 -16.3 ìmithelfs 1q 1
tu 633-1350 172-3 2.43È41 I 97.8 -13.2 ¡mlthells 1u 1

3e 973-13¡¡A l6't 6.60E-01 t95-g -15.1 Smithells l€
H 1032-131ø 80 1.278+OO 194.6 -16.4 Smithells :d 2:d 983-1309 80 l:08+00 l9¡l -17 Smitlells 3d 2
3o Bt0-1351 247-6 7.36E+02 312,A tol-8 Smithells :o 2:o Êto-135r m7.6 7.40E-{¡1 217.2 6.2 ;m¡thells :o:e 110ç1347 250.6 l.¡rcE+00 2t6.9 5-9 imltñells -e 2
-e 989-1329 250.6 l-01 E+0O 213.3 ¡m¡thells -e a
{g 1053-1353 3.50E{l 144.2 -26.8 ;mithells lq
[,tn 973-1348 7.AAÊ41 195.5 -15.6 ìmithells !ln ,
Mn 773-976 1.428+00 20ø-3 -6.7 ìm¡thells l{n a
NI 613-131{¡ 27A.7 7.O0E.Ot n5 74 ;mithells ,¡l 2
NI 613-134!t 275.7 2-soÊ+m 29!r.3 æ.3 ìmithells r¡l

100a4?2:6 109 8.62E{l 1824 -n.Ê imithells ,b 2rd .t080-132s 266.3 'l.7lE+OO n7.Ê 't6-6 imithells rd
tt 11491852 2f6.4 5.60E{1 B3 2 ìm¡thells t
ri 973-1283 1Ð.-7 6.93E{l 196 -15 ìmithells ri 2
Zn a78.1322 93.9 3.¡l0E{]l t90-9 -20.1 !mithells Zß
Zn 1073-1313 93.9 2.40E 01 188-9 -n.1 ìmlthells ¡n 2

s 108è134A 2.02E41 176.4 -3/t.6 imithells \s
at 1074-1gA 7.66E{l 174.1 -32t Smit¡ells lt
3r 999-13Ít8 308.6 3.378{l 195 -16 Sm¡thelfs lr
:1 1073-13rß 308.6 1.02E+OO n¿ t3 Smtthells :f
3a 1153-1352 æa 5.23E41 192.7 .18.3 Smithells 3a
n 602-13s,1 78.2 2.90E{t1 179-6 3'l-4 ;mithells n
n 602-135¡f 74.2 3.11 e+Og æ8.4 UA Smit¡ells n 3lh 10æ-13á8 3.30E+Ol) 2.A 31,8 ;mithells ìn 3
ìb 1O¡f9-134{¡ 165.3 4.80E{1 I 79.5 -31.Ë ¡mithells ìb 3
ìb 873-127A r65.3 3^/¡¡tE{ìl 175.8 35-2 ìmlthells ìb 3ft 1058-1269 95.2 7.r08-o1 181.3 -29.7 ìmithells ilB

99s-r342 309.4 2.4AÉj@ 215 4 ;rithells

3e l1 lG.l326 æ7.1 3.15E{ll 185.6 -25.5 lsmitheils lce 4
3e 975-1289 297.¿ 3.978{1 187.4 -23-6 lm¡thells ;ê 4

1 183-1303 1.06E+01 2f6.4 6s.4 ;mithells ¿
{b 1080-llæ 401_9 2.04E+0O 251-5 +D.5 ;mfthells \tb Ilu 1?21-1536 8.508+0O 257.5 46.5 ;m¡thells lu 4

1073-1273 275-1 2.30E+Ol 20Ê.Ê 4.4 ìm¡thells 4
ì¡ 973-1323 424 7.00E{2 171.7 39.3 ¡mithells i¡ 4
ìn l0l&1355 t06.r 6.70E{r 184.4 -26.6 ìmithells ìn 4
Sn 1010-1321 106-l 8.42E {¡l 1æ.2 -2,.8 5m¡tñells in 4
Te t2-121¿ 181.9 9.70E{ìl 180.5 30.5 Smithells le 4

r 163-130€ 5o¿-6 1.69E+00 n6.7 14.7 tmithells 4

847-1319 l't5.5 3.05E 03 136.'l -74.9 ìmithells
;e 878-1150 125.1 l.0OE+01 r80.5 30.5 ìm¡thells þ 6
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lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE 7 SOLUTES IN GOLD

;olvent \u tAt.Num. femÞ.ranqelself Do lSelf Oo mp Do npc¡o lpettaq lReference I lDensttyiotd lu 79 5.60E-02 172.3
vdt

iahoon
rm.sqJslc Joules rm.sqJÊec Joules (JoUes

/mole ,mole

47 1004-1323 2.taE45 181.70 U.UE6 159.3 € lsmlthells iAs 10r-Ba 1
::::i:::::::::::1Aq 4t 972-1281 2.78F.45 181.70 o.o72 168.3 -4 Smllhells q

i::::::::::::::::i::::::::rlCu 29 s73-1179 t.a0E{1 211.OO 0.105 1Ig-2 -2-1 Smllhêlls lu 63.54

::::::::::::::::l:l::i Co 2t 1030-l 325 1.66E+00 zALBO 4.2! lai.2 12.9 ;o 8.85 I 5A g¿ 2;o 27 s73-1323 1.€EE+00 247.64 0.22 183.4 'tl-l tmlthells lo;e 2E 1s2I-1221 271 25u.6 o.082 17¿ I.8 Smllhells e t.at | 55.851è 26 9t3-1323 2.76 2õ0.6 0.19 172.5 o.2 Smllhells 7.47 55.85 2lo 80 877-1300 0.11€ f56. -15.8 Smlthells lq 200-5s
2E 973-1323 1.39E+0C 2t5.to 0.25 198.4 16.1 Smllhells TI 58.7'l 2

YI 2A 1163-1210 1.¡9E+0! 275.70 0.3 192.6 20.3 Smlthells v 8.9 ö4.7f 2Jd 46 973-1273 2.10E-o1 266.30 o.o76 t95_l 22.s 5mIheils rd 12,O2 105.4{ 7A r r73-1 329
9ß-1273

b, /E-o1 276.4 7.6 2õ5 82.7 Smlthells rt 2'1.4 195-09{ 7B 5.7E.{}1 276.1 0.095 201.Á 29.1 Ilneils { 21.1 195.09'iiiiii:titj.::j.:::.: lzn 30 969-1287 1.50E-05 83,9 o.0t '158.1 '14,2 imllhells an t. tJ 65.3€

\t 13 tt3-1223 1.718+00 142 0.052 143.6 -28.7 lsmlthells lAt 26.98 3n 4S 97s-1273 õ.20E+00 78.20 0.075 153.7 -18 6 5m Ineils n 3
:::::::::::::::jsb 51 1 UU3-1278 2841 115.5 o.oltd 129.4 42.9 Smllhells tÞ 6.697 '121.75 3

::t::::::::::::::: ]l G e 32 1010-1287 1.30E+01 23t,40 o-o73 144.5 -27.8 lsm¡theils lGe 5.32 72.59 | 4
:::::::::::::::::jl Sn õ0 970-1288 9,28Ã4 105.1 0.0112 t4J.3 -29 ;m¡thells in 73 11e.7

::::::::l::.:.:,:-::l T g 52 909-1r45 t.96E+04 t 81.9 0.063 141.1 ü1.2 Jm nn eils fe 6.24 127.6 4
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lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE I SOLUTES IN A{RON

Solvent :lement At.Num. femo-rãndr Self Do ;elf ao mo Do mp Qo Detta Q ìeference f,ensÍtvlÂtvtlt lvalence
ron A 2.76E+00 2æ.6 :ahæn :eA 7-ffl 55.85 2

mol6

to 1021-1161 141.7 1.95E+03 284_9 38-3 Sm¡thells 10 1
dd 1053-1173 141.7 3.808+01 259.2 8.G Smithells lo 1
qq 973-103ß 141.7 2.3{¡E+02 na 27.4 lmfthells lq 1
{u r055-1174 172.3 3.10E+01 ?.61.2 10.6 Smithells lu I
lu 1 o¿5-{ r 73 211 3.008+O2 2ßt.9 3|3.3 ¡mithells :u I
Lq 141 zE0E+(x) n3 -17.6 {¡rano ? Ao 1
Au 172.3 2.16E+01 267 6.4 .lirano ? ,AU I.cu

211 4.20E+ü) 4 €.6 lírano ? *Cu
1

r hi:; 3e 1073-1Tt3 l6t 5.34E+00 /4.1 -32.5 lsmitheils lae 2
Co 10¿Á-1112 8t.6 l-l8E+02 2A5.9 35.3 ;m¡thells :o 2
Co 956-læO 287.6 7.19E+(þ 2SO-4 9.8 imithells :o
Co 1081-1157 ßf -6 6.38Er{o 267.1 6.5 Sm¡thells lo 2
Mn 1073-1173 3.50E{1 219.8 -30.8 im¡thells Itn 2
Un 973-1033 1.49E+00 233.6 17 ;mithells vln
!i 120}.13æ 275.7 7.70E{t 280.5 29.9 5m¡thells

'¡¡ 2
\¡i 873-953 274.7 l-lulE+00 245.8 4.8 ìmithells 'll 2
vi 1054-1173 275.7 9.90Ê+OO 259.2 8.6 ;mithells {¡
\l¡ 10€3-1 r73 n5.7 1.308+fl1 tu.6 -r6_l tmithells ú¡ 2
\¡¡ 174&17Ê7 275.7 9.708+00 2ß7.5 16.9 ¡mithells \¡i

1ú3-1UA 7.00E45 1r3.2 -117-Á ìm¡thells
Zn 1072-1 169 93.9 6.00E+01 26L6 12 Smithells ln 2
Be 161 1.7'lE+Ol na -2..6 lirano ? ts€ 2
cô 2ait ê 6.91E+00 25A 7-4 .{ìÉnô ? Co
Mn 7.60E{l1 nÃ.5 -26.1 {iEno ? Mn 2
N¡ ?75.7 2.41E+00 uzz -8.4 l¡rano ? N¡ 2

'Ti lÁlDl 122.7 Ê.8OE+01 2.61.1 10.5 {irano ? T¡
Zî 93.9 2.03E+00 æ1,4 -15.2 {irano ? Zn 2

'As 5.¡f4€+00 23 -zf .Ê 'lildîo ? qs
s 122g]t653 ,t.30E+oo 219.8 €0.8 ìmitìells {s
:r I 043-1 150 308.6 9.0OE+01 271 20.4 ;mithells :r
ir l070-1150 308-6 8.528+0O 250.8 o.2 ìmlthells ;f 3
sb T13473 165.3 8.00E+01 26ft.9 19.3 Smithells ;b 3
sb fflt{¡-1173 165.3 4.4nÊ+t2 zfo 19-4 Smithells ;b

1058-1172 309.4 1.2ÃÊ+O2 2f6 2i4 imithèlls 3
1L2 5 l5E+ô¡ u5.a 4-8 -litdno ? AI 3çr 308.6 2.3:lE+00 xa.a -1 1.8 ? cr

.sb 165-3 1.418+02 259.4 8.8 'l¡rânô ? sb
309.¡f 3.05E+00 23S1.3 -11.3 litano ? V

\¡b 1059-1162 4¡ll.s 5.(}2E+Ol 2At 1-1 im¡thells vb 4
973-1173 218.1 3.46E+01 231-6 -19.1 Smithells 4

¡{:ll ;n t 197-l 653 106.1 8¿5E-01 26t-7 'fi.r Sm¡thells in 4
;n 900-1023 106.1 6.10E+o4 316.4 Ê5.8 Smithells in 4
in 1073-1183 106.1 2-¡10E+0O ?21.9 -æ.7 Smithells Sn 4
Sn 973-1033 t06.1 5..lOE+OO 232.1 -14.2 ¡mithells irì 4
'Hf 161.9 l.3tE+oo æ0 39.4 .lirano ? Hf 4
'ft/lo 405.7 6.60E{l nÃ.2 -26.4 \2 'frilo 4,s

219.1 l-568+o0 202.A 47.4 {irano ? 'rs 4
si 1U 7.¡t{E{l 219_8 -30.8 llrano ? ,rsì

4
Sn 105.1 2.4È+AO m,.2 -24.4 {iEno ? 'Sn 4w 504.5 2.00E+OO 216-2 4.4 {¡rano ? w 4

1078-1 153 115.5 2-878+O2 271 204 ;mithells 5
P 932-1 057 115.5 1.38E+05 8f .,1 Smithells 5

115.5 l-65E+OO ?21.5 -29.1 {lrâno ? P 5
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lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE 9 SOLUTES IN G{RON

;olvent Solute tLNum. lTemp.ranor ìelf Do Self Oo mp Do mp Qo lDelta Q lReference DensityJALv\tL lvatence
ron G 8.90E.O1 ;ah@n

"Jouloe
:eG 55.85

/rcl'e

3e 137ç1?23 161 1.00E ol 2L1.2 -50,1 imithells ¡e
:u 'r55S1Êr1 211 2-86E+00 306.7 15.1 Smlthêlls :u 1
,'u I 198-1323 211 1.90E{1 272.6 -14.7 ¡mithells :u 1
:u 1378-14&t 211 4-168+0O 3{¡5 1?-7 imithells :u 1
tse 161 3.30E41 256 €5.3 {irano ? tse Ircu

211 4.34E{r 2€,O.1 -11.2 .l¡rano ? 'Cu 1

.^o 1702-1791 æ7.6 6.38E+00 257.1 3¡f.2 lsnftheüs lco 2
;o 14¡9-163¡! 247.e, I.OOE+m 301-9 10.6 Sm¡thells :o 2
:o I 233-1493 7.ê 2.908Û2 a7-4 -43.9 Smithells :o 2
iÀn 1193-1553 1-60E{l 261.7 -29.6 Smtthells liln 2
{¡ 1¡to9-1673 275-7 3.008+0t 314 Smlthells \,1¡ 2
Pd 137v1Aß 266.3 4.10Ê{h æ0.9 -10-¡f ìmlthells td
Pt 1233-153¡t 276.4 2.70F+00 296 4.7 ;m¡thells ¡t 2*Co

227.È 2.46E41 2U -7.3 'llrano ? Co 2
'Ni 275.7 1.088{l 273 -18.3 l¡rano ? N¡ 2*Pd

266_3 4.00E{1 nB.6 -12-7 {lrano ? Pd
Pt 276.1 I.OOE+oO ß €.3 lirano ? Pt.r¡ alDh 1?2,.7 6.80E+01 261-1 30.2 liEno ? Ti 2
Zn 93.9 6.20E{l 271.1 -17.2 {imno ? Z^ 2

ls 1t23-1573 5.80E4r 2Aß.6 44.7 Smithells ls
)r r233-1669 304-6 I OAF+ol 29t.8 o-5 ìmithells :f

1210-16n7 309.4 6.20É-01 273.5 -17.4 imithells
t. . 1393-1653 309-¿ 7.50E 01 264-2 -27-1 ìmithells

,AS 5.60E¡ìl ?T5 {6.3 'líRno ? As 3
'Cr 308.6 1.69E{I 263-9 -27,4 {¡rano ? c¡ 3
'Mn 1.78E41 264 -27.3 liÊno ? 'l!ln

309.4 2.80E{¡1 2Ê¿ -27.3 ,lirano ?

I 1?2s-1673 t15.5 6.30E{2 193.¿¡ €7.9 ìmithells t 5.:.: :.)*P 115.5 8.70E+00 215 -t8.3 lirano ? P 5
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lmpurity Diffusion Paramete¡s TABLE 1O SOLUTES IN LEAD

50lvenl iolule qt.Num. emD.ranor Self Dô tenqo lrmppo ltmpeo lDeftãe lReference @
-ead JD 82 1.3/E+00 f0s anoon ,b 11.4 207 2

;m.soJsec Joules :m.sqJsec rJoulês Joùles
I

/mole h0le /hole :ahôon

:d 18 423-593 1 ÀFÃl 80.00 0 ¿0s 88.9 -20.1 Smlthells :d 112.41 Iìd 18 23-823 f .4E.Ol 80.00 nçt 92.8 -16 2 Smlthells :d 8.65 112.4'l 2:o )7 383-573 t 66E+0d 287.60 9.f ÀÊÁ -62.6 rmtrneils :o 885 58.94 223423 lß E6 -22.3 !mlthells ¡ l3 55 20 2lq 80 ¿66-S73 l.0s -1á ìm llhells {õ '13.55 200.61 )
481-593 l-3SE+00 )75 7î 9.4E-03 ¿45 åî nllhells 8.9 58 71 2

'¡l 2S 23 1.398+00 275.70 I 1ÊÃt 45.4 -63.6 ìmllhells aq 58.7'l
106.4

195.09
z
2

,d ¿6 ¿7ô-5Cô 2.10E41 266 30 3.4E{3
1.1EÃ2

35.¿ -73 Ê 12.02
,1 Á

I 7A 490-5S
^)3 s6.7 mlthells )l

:n 30 4ã3-tt3 t.50E{l 9J.S0 1.55E{ 47.8 -51. Z Smlthells ln 7.'t3 55.38

lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE 11 SOLUTES IN LITHIUM

olvent iotule tAt.Num. emp.rangelse¡r po lsetf Qo llmp Do llmp qo lDefta o lRefffice
_t t.40E-01 53.8 ;ahoon 0-53 I

:m.sqJ5ac iJout€ ;m.sqJsec (Joulês iJouta
/mol¿
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lmpur¡ty Diffusion parameters TABLE 12 SOLUTES IN MAGNESIUM

lmpurity Diffusion parameters TABLE 13 SOLUTES IN MOLYBDENUM
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lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE 14 SOLUTES IN NICKEL

Þolvent iolute qt. Num. emp. ranq np Do llmp Qo lDelta O lReference
5e71 I a

N lql(le llt za 1.39Ë+00 276.7 {l 8.9
:m,sqJsêc íJoules :h,sqJsec Joules

/molê mole ,ñole ;ahoon

::::l:ì::::::::::::::::::::l Be 4 1293-167s 5.70E-05 l6l-00 ô ôlc 193.4 -s2 3 imlthells le l¡5 9.01 ?1335-1696 1.66E+00 247.60 277 245.1 9A ;m lth efls 8.85 58 S¿'11231643 l-66E+00 )87 Êî 0.5! 269 6 -6.1 ìm¡lhells -o 885 58.94 21223-1643 27Ê o22 )5) I -22.8 imlthells 747
f¡!78-166e 2.76 160 265.4 -€3 Smlthells lpe 7.87 7
I 354-148t o./E{1 278.4 286.8 tl_l Smlthells )t 21.4 1 95.09l2aB-13¿A 236.1 €9.6 5m Iheils ) 238.03
l3t3-1554 5-4E{l öu4.ö 2 299.4 23,t Sm¡thells '183.85 278 1¡i46-1688 5.4E41 ö04.5 2.47 JU!,I 32.4 Smlthells I 83.85 2
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lmpurity Diffusion parameters
SOLUTES IN NIOBIUM

\t t3 1700-2000
1220-1766

l-71 E+Oo 142 Á30 I
:t ,Á 2 60FÃ1 308-60

28.2 \r 2.699 26 9A
ÂÁ¿

tmfthells
;mlthells

:t 719 52.01 3:f 24 't22Ê-17iâ 2.00E{1
2.88E-01
2 AAÊÃa

308 60 3.00E-01
4.7iF.Ãí

3¿9 6 -s, 3
23 1898-2348 309.40 377 -2¿ I =t

719 52.01

)a 1273-1Ê73 50 95
309 ¿ô ) 21F.n 355 g ¿Ê ;m lth effs so.9s l 33€ 1473-1473 6.6E46 12e.5 1.50E43 232.8 -169.1 im¡thells 4.5

¡o.szT--ãl
ree.g4l-!l

lq¡FzqiT-_-_d

lmpur¡ty Diffusion parameters TABLE I6 SOLUTES IN PRASEODYMIUM
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lmpurity Diffusion parameters TABLE I7

lmpurity Diffusion parameters TABLE I8

SOLUTES IN SILVER

SOLUTES IN TIN

;e 32 943-1123 t.3E+0t 297.1 0.084 152-8 -28.9 im lthel ls
25 883-1212 4.29 196 14.3

5.32 72.59
t4J4

4
lu 41 1066-12ts t80 275.5 s3.8 ìu

7.43 4
5n 50 855-1210 9.ZOE+00 106.10 0.25 t65 -16.7

12.2 ¿
fe 52 550-1169 0.21 154.7 _27

-273
Smlthells

in
127.623 1012-1218 2.88E.01 309.40 2.72 20s

e 4
l6 873-l 173

75E tloe-
216.1 1.66 167.6 -14.2 tm lthel ls

;e
32.0634 5.0E+ 125-1 0.28a 157.Ã -24.3

2.07

-¡.8'
78 96
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lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE 19 SOLUTES IN B-THORIUM

lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE 20 SOLUTES IN TUNGSTEN

lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE 2I SOLUTES IN G-URANIUM
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lmpurity Diffusion Parameters TABLE22 SOLUTES IN ZINC
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APPENDIX A3

Figure 4 Legend and Guide to the interpretation of rabres 24-43

Tables 24-43 Tables of Moder Results for 20 solvent systems

Figures 5-24 Plots of ae versus Â Radius for 20 solvent systems
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ALUMINUM solvent system TABLE 24
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Graph of Delta Radius versus Delta e
for solutes in Aluminum
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BERYLLIUM solvent system
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Graph of Delta Radius versus Delta e
for sold6s ¡n Baryllium
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COBALT solvent system
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TABLE 26
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Graph of Delta Radius versus Delta e
lor soldes ln Cobatt

De¡t¡Radlus (SolventCoba¡t i. 21¡ Angsfoms)



COPPER solvent system
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Graph of Delta Radius versus Delta e
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Praseodymium solvent system
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Graph of Delta Radius versus Delta e
for solutes in Tin
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Graph of Delta Radius versus Delta e
for solutes in Thorium
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Graph of Delta Radius versus Delta e
for solutes ¡n Tungsten
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ZINC solvent system
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Graph of Delta Radius versus Delta e
for solutes in Zinc
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solutes in Aluminium - squeezed to 5% greater than Lattice paramete¡ (1.43 Angstroms x 1.0s)
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Squeezed Recalculation of Delta e
For solutes in Aluminium
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Squeezed Recalculation of Delta e
For solutes in Copper
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Squeezed Recalculation of Delta e
For solutes in Gold
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solutes in Nickel - squeezed to 5% greater than Lattice parameter (1.25 Angstroms x 1.05)
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Squeezed Recalculation of Delta e
For solutes in Nickel
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Squeezed Recalculation of Delta e
For solutes in alpha-lron
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Solutes in Zinc - Squeezed to 5% greater than Laftice Parameter (i.33 Angstroms x 1.05)
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Squeezed Recalculation of Delta
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APPENDIX A5

Iter.cpp C++ Source Code for the Iterative Solution Algorithm Determining the

charge Transfer and Equilibrium Radii for Impurity Atoms.

IoN.dat Data File supportting the lterative sorution Routine.
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// Iter.cpp

C# program to iteratively solve for the charge transfer required to equilibrate solute
Emax energy values with those of the solvent. Program reads raw atomic data and
calculates relevant variables such as Eo , Emax, Ef charge transfer, equilibrium radius.
The
primary output permits the detailed examination of the iteration solutions . Secondary
output to a file in a format compatible with a Lotus Spreadsheet Application. In the
primary output a print out of predictions based on the combinatiooóf en.rgy difference
and equilibrium radius is presented. The program can also search for the radius of the full
integral value ofcharge transfer.

Originally compiled using ZORTECH version 3.0 compiler.

#include<stdio.h>
//#i ncl ude<iostream. h>
#include <stream.hpp>
#includecstdlib.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conio.h>

void o_lotus(void);
void open_datfile(int sol-numf ;
void open_outfile(void);
void error(const char *s);

// Variable Declarations follow
int val,atnum;

float atrad,irad, ef,sumi,em, hv,sol-emax,beta,gamma,delta;
float i i, N, N N, out, new-rad,term,i mp-emax,vEf, gamma2,ful l_rad,termz;
char atname[8];

char filename[128];
char filenameàll2Sl;
float Sol_atrad,al pha, F, Limit;
int counter,solv_num,count,counti ;
float av_rad,charge_t;
FILE.ifp;
F|LE.ifl;

int main(void)
{

int i,ti,tti;
char nDQ[4S¡= "possible LeClaire ***neg delta e";
char pDQ[45¡= "possible LeClaire ***pos delta e";
char ronDQ[45¡="¡o smaller than solvent ***neg delta e";



t60

char eonDQ[45]="ERo smaller than solvent ***neg delta e";
char ropDQ[45]="po greater than sorvent *"*pos derta e";
char not[50]= "¡6T GOING To DILATE ENouGH""*neg delta e";
char cpos[501= "cLASslc BIG lMpuRlw defin pos delta e";

cout (< "\n What is the element # of the solvent\n',;
cin >> solv_num;
open_datfi le(solv_n um) ;

open_outfile0;
o-lotus0;

ll open the data file ion.DAT
FILE.inpc;

inpc = fopen("ion.dat,',"r");
if (linpc)

{
puts("Gan't open ion.DAT',);
exit(l );

)
ll read number of entries from data fire ion.DAT which was extracted
ll rrom the LOTUS 123 data table AToMT.wkl, which contains almost
everything!

fscanf(inpc," o/oi ", &count);
if (count <- 0)

{
printf("Bad count value of %d\n',, count);
exit(2);

)
cout << "\n The total number of entries in \n"

<< " ion.DAT( Table of Elements) is ...\n,' (( count;

// set up loop to read the values of each line
for (i = 0; i < count; i++)
(

fscanf(inp c, "o/oi %s %i o/oe o/oe o/oe o/oe o/oe o/oe ,' 
,

&atnum, &atname, &val,&hv, &sumi,&atrad,&irad,&em,&ef);
// Output to data file Values.dat

cout<< "\n the value of i...."<<i;
fprintf(ifp,"\n\n% 2i %1Os %2i %41 %4f olo4f

o/o 4Í\n", atn u m, atn a m e, va l, h v, s u m i, atra d, i rad ) ;

ll the basic polynomial expression arpha+beta(x)+gamma(x^(-2l9))=Q
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alpha=sol_emax;
5gf ¿=( hv+su mi+em-ef) ;

// squeeze routine, Making the solute smaller forces the Ef higher
if( atrad > (Limit))
t

gammal=((5. 62).pow(val,. 666GGOGO6Zy( Limit. Limit)) ;
i mp_ema¡=-( beta/val )+gamma2;
gamma=( 5. 62 )* pow (v al,.444444444441/(Sol_atrad* Sol_atrad ) ;

)
if( atrad <= (Limit))

i/ under this condition the smaller solutes are not modified
{

gamma2=((5.62).pow(val,. 6666666667y(atrad*atrad)) ;
i mp_ema¡=-( beta/val )+gamma2 ;
gamma=( 5. 62 )"pow (v al,.44444444M411 (atrad*atrad );

]

delta=i mp_emax-al pha ;

fprintf(ifp," \n o/o4f %4f %4Í %4f %4Í \n",imp_emax,alpha, delta,
beta,gamma);

counter=0;
av_rad=0;
charge_t=O;
for (ii =-vali ii<=val ; )

{

N=ii;
NN= (1/(vat+N));
o ut = -a I p h a -( b eta* N N ) 

+ ( g a m m a* p ow( N N, -.2222222211 ;
term=(1+(N/val));

if (atrad>(Sol_atrad ))
{
new_rad=Sol-atrad*pow(term,.2222221;
)

if(atrad <= Sol_atrad)
(
n ew_ ra d = at ra d 

* p ow (ter m,.2222221 ;

)
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// Displays iterative output as out gets near zero
if((out >- -3) && (out a=3))

{
charge-t=charge_t+N;
av_rad =av-ra d + n ew_ra d ;
counter = counter+1;
fp ri ntf( ifp," o/o1 2.4f %1 2.4f o/o1 2. 4An", o ut, N, n ew_rad ) ;

]

ii=ii+.05;
)

// potential hill situation
if (delta > 0)

{

fpri ntf(ifp,"7o50s\n", nDQ) ;

if ( atrad< So l_atrad ) fpri ntf( ifp, " 7o50s\n ", ro n De ) ;

if ((av_rad/counter)< Sol_atrad ) fpri ntf( ifp, " yo5Os\n,', eon De ) ;

// check routine to see if radius at full charge gets small enough only
// needed if the initial atrad was too big
// evaluate on the basis that N are negative values -1,-2,-3, to val

for (ti=0 ;ti<=val'ti++ )

t
F=ti;
term2=(1-(F/vat));

fu I l_rad=atrad* pow (term2,.2222221;
fpri ntf( ifp," o/o4.2f %6.4f ", F,fu I l_rad ) ;

)

)

// potential well situation
if (delta < 0)

{
fpri ntf( ifp, "7o5Os\n", p DQ) ;
if (atradcSol_atrad)

fpri ntf(ifp, " 7o50s\n ", ron DQ ) ;
if ((atrad>Sol_atrad) && (av_rad/counter)> Sol_atrad)
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fpri ntf( ifp, "7o5Os\n", cpos ) ;

if ((atrad<Sol-atrad) && (av-rad/counter)< Sol_atrad)
t

fp ri ntf(ifp, "7o50s\n", not);
for (tti=0 ;tti<=val ;tt¡++ )
{

F=tti;
1s¡rnl=(1+(F/val));
f u I l_rad =atrad* p ow (ter m2,.2222221 ;
fp ri ntf( if p," o/o4.2î %6.4i %6.4f ", F, term2,fu I l_rad ) ;

)
)

)

fprintf(ifl,"\n7o1i %4s o/o2i o/o6.4t Yo6.4f %4.2f %4.2î %6.3î %6.J1 %6.3f
o/o6,4f', atnum, atname, val, hv, sumi, atrad,irad,imp_emax,
al ph a, ( charge_t/counter), (av_rad/counter) 

) ;

fclose(ifp);
fclose(ifl);
return (0);

)

void open_datfile(int atnum)
{

int i;
FILE -inp;

inp = fopen("ion.dat","r");
if (!inp)

{
puts("Can't open ion.DAT");
exit(1);

)
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fscanf(inp r " oloi ", &countl );
if (countl <= 0)

t
printf("Bad count value of %d\n", count);
exit(2);

)
for (i = 0; i < countl; i++¡
{

fscanf(inp, "o/oi o/os %i %e o/oe o/oe o/oe o/oe o/oe o/oe " ,

&atn u m, &atname, &val, &hv, &sumi, &ferm, &atrad, &irad, &em, &ef) ;
//(calculate sol_emax and set as alpha)

if(solv_num ==atnum)
t
Sol_atrad=atrad;
þsf¿=( þv+sumi+em_ef ) ;

gamma2=((5.62).pow(val,. 6666666667y(atrad*atrad)) ;
sol_emax=-( beta/val )+gamma2 ;

alpha=sol_emax;
)

)
fclose(inp);

void o_lotus(void)
{

cout << "\n lotus Output Filename include ext .txt ??? ( use the
solvent's atomic name)\n";

cin >> filename2;

ifl = fopen(filename2,"w");
¡f (!¡fl) error("Error Opening LOTUS DUMp file");

)

void open_outfile(void)
t

cout << "\n Output Filename ??? ( use the solvent,s atomic
name)\n";

cin >> filename;
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ifp= loO"n(filename, "w");
if (!ifp) error("Error Opening ionize file");

)

void error(const char *s)

t
cout << "\nERROR:" (( s;
exit(1);

)
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ION.dat Data file for the program lter.cpp

7 7 (u* u n h er r f' En tri e s)

.l!t¡tttic
Xtttnhar ,\.wuht¡l

IH
3L¡
JBe
5B
6C
ll Na
12 Mg
13 At
IJ S¡

t5P
16s
19K
20 Ca
2l Sc

22Ti_¿
22Ti_b
23V
2l Cr
25 Mn
26 Fe

26 Fe_g
27 Co
2fi Ni
29 Cu

3lt Zn
Jl Ga
32 Ge
33 As
3{ Se
J7 Rb
3tl Sr
J9Y
111Zr_¿
10 Zr_h
JI Nb
12 Mo
J{ Ru
15 Rì
J6 Pd
17 Ag
JfI Cd

I'alence
Ev

I 0.0093
I 1.3959
2 3.0307
3 5.5856
-f 3.687fr
| 0.9229
2 1.3335
3 3.0444
4 J.9824
5 0.1257
6 0.0997
I 0.ft036
2 1.5542
2 3.1592
2 t.J15l
J +.+451
5 {.753
3 3.615
I 2.2776
2 J.63f¡5
3 3.63f15

3 3.9637
2 3.854
3 3.1571

2 t.1952
3 2.654
-t 3..165

3 0.3603
6 0.2728
I 0.7172
2 1.J398
3 +.0765
{ 6.028
{ 6.028
5 7.2206
{ 6.1581
J 5.8ft.f8
3 5.13-t6
2 t.0765
I 2.6437
2 1.035t

Il.adii
.ltttn k¡nEIp

13.598
5.392

27.533
71.382
148.022
5.139

22.681
53.261
103.129
176.781
115.82
{.341

t7.984
19.34
17.891
+7.891
162.637
54.226
t07.942
24.05
54.701
J-f.095
25.803
7.726

27.358
57.219
103.763
56.794
r73.006
1.177

16.725
39.14
77.3
77.3
135.09
96.809
98.31
56.6
27.68

7.576
25.901

38.9319 0.J6
3.5656 r.52
10.2895 t.l-r
t8.2r2t 0.97
35.0r t8 0.77
2.1396 t.86
5.1082 1.6

8.3797 t.J3
15.16.{3 t.t1
20.2714 1.09
18.475 1.06

1.543f1 2.31

3.3696 1.97
5.2335 1.6

6.2 t.t1
7.9299 1.17

13.8216 1.32
14.7066 r.25
11.06 1.37
8.5048 t.2t
10.7935 t.26
r0.7935 1.25
8.3693 1.25

5.1416 1.28

7.3927 1.33

9.1023 1.35
13.946tì 1.22
5.Jl6.f t.25
20.2t5 r.16
1.3076 2.51
2.829 2.r5
5.2305 l.fil
8.00ft.1 1.58
8.00f14 1.58

10.1513 l.J3
tt.2232 1.36

11.5607 1.3{
9.5432 1.3-r
6.9673 1.37
3.9728 t.-f{
5.812 1.5

0

.ft89
J.J08
l()1.9-f
0

-0.61I
2J.08
69.J35
72.066
l59.9fr
0

-2.242
-t.71
-21t.73t
26.582
62.f¡9fl
J0.65-f
88.ft58
0.31

29.252
5.J3
2.533
0

0.57
26.9t1
71.077
20.259
76.658
0

-2.665
IJ.J2
52.06
52.06
{fl.J I
ft0.79l
76.53

2¡1.5Ít

3

0

-0.0ft5

Q/

1.5{
0.7f1

0.5.t
0.2
0.2
0.9ft
0.78
0.57
0.39
0.35
0.34
1.33
r.06
0.f13

0.76
0.69
0..f
0.64
0.52
0.f17

0.67
0.65
0.78
0.96

0.f13

0.62
0.JJ
0.69
0.35
t.J9
t.27
r.06
0.lt7
0.f17

0.7{
0.68
0.65
0.68
0.5
1.13

r.03

0

0

0.J
", ',
it

0

0.J
2.2
<t
9.2

11.2

0

0.4
0.+

0.2
1',

9.5
', 1

5.2
0.4
7)
', 1
0.J

0

0
))
5.J
)1

11.2

0

0.J
)1

5.2
5.2
ot
5.2
5.2
', 1

0.4
0

0.J



J9 In
50 Sn

5r sb
52 Te
53I
55 C.s

56 Ba
57 La_g
5tl Ce_g
5fl Cc_d
59 Pr
59 Pr
60 Nd
62 Sm
63 Eu
6{ Gd
65 Tb
66 Dy
67 ho
6fl Er
69 Tm
70 Yb
7l Lu
72 Hr_b
73 Ta
7{W
75 Re
76 Os
77 lr
78 Pt
79 Au
flO Hg
8l Tt
fr2 Pb
fl3 Bi
90 Th
92U

3 2.3161
{ 3.0096
3 0.7039
{ 0.52{8
5 0.+323
I 0.6f13

2 1.s643
J {.I.t15
3 3.2525
1 3.2525
3 3.4177
t 3.1477
J 2.9403
3 1.9862
3 1.8214
3 3.2308
1 3.1297
3 2.3932
3 2.602
3 3.0357
3 1.9797
J r.336
3 3.6888
J 6.8519
5 7.806
J 8.283
t 7.329
J 6.505
J 5.841-r
2 5.2907
| 3.3627
2 0.6131'
3 1.6{r

2 1.11596

3 l.0fl62
J 5.637
I 1.3799

52.685
93.212
50.{71
92.979
180.692
3.ft94
t5.216
35.8r2
36.52
73.24
37.59
76.54
35.Jfr5
35.875
36.095
37.115
74.29
36.775
36.995
37.205
tt.94
13.621
38.501
78.5
176.751
103.844
103.7.t4
92.67
9.1

27.563
o tt<

29.193
56.366
22.118
49.539
67.2
67.2
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6.9519 1.57 0.92 2.2 23.J0s
8.3I5-r l.sfi {t.71 s.5 6t.721
6.6108 1.61 0.9 2.2 17.42.)
10.1513 l.J3 0.ft9 5.2 {ft.66l
13.023{ 1.36 0.9.t 9.2 39.fì511

t.t73t 2.65 1.65 0 0

2.7771 2.17 t.{3 0.+ -3.20fi
{.9003 1.87 1.22 2.2 13.713
5.3 1.82 l.l8 2.2 l6.0ft
6.2669 t.82 1.02 5.2 65.6-f
5.2423 1.83 | 2.2 19.27
6.1986 t.ft3 I 5.2 71.26
5.1732 1.ft2 l.I5 2.2 1{.1-f
5.2305 1.81 l.l3 2.2 13.65
1.1176 2.01 1.13 2.2 13.J3
5.4696 1.8 l.l1 2.2 tz.lt
6.626 r.7',7 0.f19 5.2 6-r.59
5.-t696 1.77 7.07 2.2 12.75
5.5319 t.76 1.05 2.2 12.53
5.5953 1.75 1.04 2.2 12.32
5.659fi 1.71 r.0-f 2.2 2r.19
{.6003 r.93 t 2.2 23.976
5.7255 1.73 0.99 2.2 tr.02t
8.2ltt 1.59 0.f14 5.2 16.7
tt.t472 t.t1 0.68 9.2 -t{.J96
11.06 1.37 0.6t1 5.2 71t.99(t

10.9003 l.3fi 0.72 5.2 7t.01)6
ll.390l l.Js 0.67 5.2 +fi.97
r 1.3901 1.35 0.66 5.2 -t7.1
6.8667 1.3fr 0.52 0.{ t.563
3.9728 l.J4 1.37 0 0

5.812 1.5 t.tz 0.+ 0.319
5.7255 1.71 t.06 2.2 25.t2t
1.27 1.75 l.J2 0.-f -0.3f1-f

5.1732 t.Uz 1.2 2.2 lg.lJl
0.000 1.80 l.l0 5.2 10.00
0.000 1.38 1.05 5.2 J0.00


